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COUNCIL CHAMBER, THE TOWN HALL, WANDSWORTH 
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A live webcast of the meeting will be available to watch here 
 
As the capacity for public attendance will be extremely limited in the Council 
Chamber due to social distancing precautions, we would strongly advise you to 
watch the webcast where possible. 
 
 
Members of the Committee: 
Councillor P. Graham (Chairman); Councillor Dawson (Deputy Chairman); 
Councillors Calland, Mrs. J. Cooper, Dikerdem, Forbes, Mrs. A. Graham, Hart, 
McLeod, Ryder, White and Wintle.  
 
 

AGENDA 
 
 
1.  Declarations of Interests 

 
To receive any declarations of disclosable pecuniary 
interests and other relevant personal interests in any of the 
matters to be considered at the meeting. 
 

 

https://richmond.public-i.tv/core/portal/webcast_interactive/608650
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2.  Minutes of the meeting held on 14th September 2021 
 
To confirm and sign as a correct record the minutes of the 
meeting of the Housing and Regeneration Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee held on 14th September 2021. 
 

 

3.  Borough Residents' Forum - Report of meeting on  
11th November 2021 (Paper No. 21-339) 
 
Report by the Chief Executive (To follow). 
 

 

4.  Fire Safety Update (Paper No. 21-340) 
 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration 
(Attached). 
 

(Pages 5 - 10) 

5.  Update report on the Alton Estate Regeneration 
(Roehampton and Putney Heath) and Winstanley-York 
Road Regeneration (Latchmere) (Paper No. 21-341) 
 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration 
(Attached). 
 

(Pages 11 - 
76) 

6.  Housing Services Activity Update (Paper No. 21-342) 
 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration 
(Attached). 
 

(Pages 77 - 
92) 

7.  Half year (Quarter 2) results for Topline indicators and 
Key Issues relating to this Committee's functions  
(Paper No. 21-343) 
 
Report by the Chief Executive (Attached). 
 

(Pages 93 - 
116) 

8.  Petition regarding Toland Square, SW15 (West Putney) 
(Paper No. 21-344) 
 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration 
(Attached). 
 

(Pages 117 - 
120) 

9.  Petition regarding Brocklebank Estate, SW18  
(Earlsfield) (Paper No. 21-345) 
 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration 
(Attached). 
 

(Pages 121 - 
124) 

10.  Petition regarding Binley House and Winchfield  
House, SW15 (Roehampton and Putney Heath)  
(Paper No. 21-346) 
 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration 
(Attached). 

(Pages 125 - 
128) 
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11.  Petition regarding Ashburton Estate, SW15  
(West Putney) (Paper No. 21-347) 
 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration 
(Attached). 
 
 

(Pages 129 - 
130) 
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PAPER NO. 21-340 
 

WANDSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

HOUSING AND REGENERATION OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –  
17TH NOVEMBER 2021 

 
EXECUTIVE – 22ND NOVEMBER 2021 

 
Fire Safety Update Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration 

 

SUMMARY 
 
Following the Grenfell Tower fire, the Government are introducing a number of new 
requirements for building owners through new legislation with a renewed focus on building 
safety. Taking this into consideration, the Department is proposing a new inspection team to 
consolidate a range of existing health and safety inspections and the additional workload 
arising from new legislation. 
 
The Council manages a total of 1,780 blocks, comprising 146 high rise blocks (seven storeys 
and over), 1,222 low rise blocks (six storeys and under) and 412 converted street properties. 
The Council is required to conduct Fire Risk Assessments (FRAs) on all residential blocks 
with shared communal areas to help prevent fires and keep residents safe.  These were last 
completed in 2016 and the Council is currently in the process of carrying out new FRAs 
across its housing stock. From the 102 recently completed FRAs, a 40 per cent increase in 
actions arising has been noted. 
 
The Director of Resources comments that the establishment cost of the new team is 
estimated at £383,000 per annum.  After taking account of existing budgets a positive 
Housing Revenue Account revenue budget variation of £236,000 in 2022/23 and a full year 
is recommended for approval. 
 

 
GLOSSARY 
 
BSM  Building Safety Manager 
FRAs   Fire Risk Assessments 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
1. The Housing and Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny Committee are 

recommended to support the recommendations in paragraph 2.  If the Housing 
and Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny Committee approve any views, 
comments or additional recommendations on this report, these will be reported to 
the Executive for consideration. 
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2. The Executive are recommended to approve: -  

 
(a) the formation of a new Inspection Team within Estate Services, reporting in 

the existing structure to the Deputy Estate Services Manager; 
 
(b) an increase to the staffing establishment of five posts; and 

 

(c) a positive Housing Revenue Account revenue budget variation of £236,000 in 
2022/23 and a full year. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
3. Further to the Grenfell Tower fire the Director of Housing and Regeneration has 

been reporting regularly to this committee to update on fire safety.  As previously 
reported, the Government are introducing a number of new requirements on 
building owners via, the draft Building Safety Bill and Fire Safety Act, with further 
changes being considered following the Grenfell Tower Inquiry Phase 1 Report.   
 

4. The Council manages a total of 1,780 residential blocks, comprising 146 high rise 
blocks (seven storeys and over), 1,222 low rise blocks (six storeys and under) and 
412 acquired street properties with communal areas.  The new building safety 
regime will strengthen the regulatory regime particularly for high-rise buildings (18 
metres in height or at least seven storeys), improving accountability, risk-
management and assurance.   

 

5. Taking this renewed focus on building safety into consideration, the Department is 
proposing to create a dedicated inspection team within Estate Services to bring 
together a range of health and safety duties. This will include maintenance of the 
asbestos register, communal actions from Fire Risk Assessments (FRAs), 
inspection of tank rooms and sampling of stored water and health and safety block 
inspections. 

 
BACKGROUND 
 
6. The draft Building Safety Bill details a new, more stringent regulatory regime for all 

buildings in scope and includes the creation of a new Building Safety Regulator 
with stronger regulatory oversight.  For existing buildings, building owners will be 
required to complete a building safety case for all buildings in scope, have an 
accountable person that has the legal responsibility for building safety1 and a 
competent Building Safety Manager (BSM).  A system of ‘mandatory occurrence 
reporting’ has also been set out to ensure that anyone involved in the construction 
or management of a building can report fire and structural concerns through an 
agreed process to the Regulator. 

 
7. The Government has yet to fully implement legislation to adopt the proposals in 

 
1 This will likely be either the Director of Housing and Regeneration or the Chief Executive 
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the Grenfell Inquiry Phase 1.  However, proposals are likely to include the need to 
keep up-to-date information in a premises information box; the requirement to 
regularly inspect fire safety equipment; and the possible production of personal 
emergency evacuation plans for vulnerable residents; the installation of 
appropriate wayfinding signage; and a number of checks on communal fire doors 
and residential front entrance doors, for all blocks 11 metres or four storeys and 
above. 

 
8. The Department is working to consider how it will fully implement the regime 

including the role of the BSM and the production of building safety cases and will 
present this to future Committees.  However, more immediately this report is 
requiring approval for additional resources within the Estate Services team (funded 
from the Housing Revenue Account) to ensure the safety of communal areas 
within blocks is managed effectively. 

 
CURRENT RESOURCES 
 
9. Currently, the Housing and Regeneration Department manages its health and 

safety functions, including actions arising from FRAs across several staffing 
groups. It is therefore proposed that a dedicated inspection team within Estate 
Services is established solely focussed on health and safety inspections and FRA 
actions covering communal areas. 

 
REQUIRED RESOURCES 
 
10. The Council is required to conduct FRAs on all residential blocks with shared 

communal areas to help prevent fires and keep residents safe.  These must be 
reviewed periodically and assessments were last completed in full in 2016.  New 
FRAs are currently being carried out on all 146 high rise blocks with new 
contractors recently commissioned to carry out new FRAs for low rise blocks. 
There is a renewed focus on managing safety holistically with a more in-depth 
assessment of the communal areas, taking into consideration the construction of 
the external walls.  Currently 102 of the 146 high rise blocks have had new FRAs 
completed with 3,575 actions identified, as a comparison in 2016 at the same point 
2,546 actions were identified showing a 40 per cent increase. 
 

11. To help identify the extent of additional resources required, an analysis was 
undertaken across a number of blocks with newly commissioned FRAs to provide 
an indication of the workload produced from these FRAs. The analysis took place 
in June 2021 and covered four high rise blocks on the William Willison Estate.  
During this process the FRAs were reviewed, with a specific focus on the time 
required for the responsible officer to carry out actions.  In total from just these four 
blocks 126 actions were identified2.  Table 1 below provides an overview of all the 
actions broken down by the responsible teams.  

 
  

 
2 This comprised 22 short term actions, 77 medium actions and 27 long term actions 
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Table 1: FRA Tasks by Department/Officer % 
 

Tasks by Service/Officer % of tasks allocated 

Estate Services/Estate Services Officer 61% 

Area Team/Estate Manager 27% 

Support Services/Electrical Engineers 6% 

Area Team/Building Maintenance Inspector 3% 

Compliance Team/Compliance Officer 3% 

Grand Total 100% 

 
12. Actions are categorised as short term (three months) medium term (six months) 

and long term (12 months).  Examples of long-term actions include signage to 
communal areas and lifts and short-term actions include removal of combustible 
items from common areas and advising residents of no smoking policies.  Issues 
can be dealt with in a range of ways from block letters to residents and raising 
repair orders, with follow up inspections often required to ensure actions have 
been completed.  With the predicted increase in actions this will not be 
manageable within existing resources and requires a dedicated team.  
 

13. In addition to immediate FRA actions, quarterly inspections will be required for all 
blocks and annual inspections for the acquired/street properties to ensure issues 
arising from the FRAs are being checked for regular compliance. 

 

14. Table 2 below shows the number of inspections required for each block type and 
the number of inspectors required to complete these inspections, based on each 
inspector having 210 working days per annum. 

 
Table 2: Analysis of officer time required to complete additional inspections 

 
15. It has been estimated that the number of inspections for the FRAs alone would 

take 934 working days.  With 210 working days available for each fulltime officer, a 
total of 4.4 inspectors will be required.   

 
16. It is clear the Department has a significant amount of work to do in relation to 

managing building safety across all its housing stock.  Actions arising out of FRAs 
must be completed within a specific deadline and there are not currently the 
resources within the Department to inspect and complete the actions within these 

FRA blocks No 

Inspection/per 

year per block 

Inspection/per 

year total 

stock 

No. 

inspections/ 

per day   

Inspector 

days 

Street Properties  412 1 412 10 = 41 

Low Rise 1,222 4 4,888 7 = 698 

High Rise 146 4 584 3 = 195 

Total Blocks 1,780 Total inspector days 934 

  Number of inspectors 4.4 
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specified timescales.  As can be seen the majority of the actions will be the 
responsibility of Estate Services (e.g. communal inspections and repairs). 
 

17. It is, therefore, proposed that an additional five full time posts are created in the 
new inspection team, with four additional inspection officers and one admin officer, 
with the possibility of increasing the team if service delivery requires it.   

 
18. Currently there are already four estate services officers who undertake a number 

of compliance checks, such as tank room inspections and sampling of stored 
water and asbestos inspections.  These four posts will have their job descriptions 
reviewed to expand their roles in line with the new inspection officers, forming a 
team of eight inspection officers and one administration officer.  

 
Duties 

 
19. Duties of the new inspection team will include tasks already undertaken and new 

enhanced duties around fire and building safety, such as: - 
 

(a) general block health and safety inspections; 
(b) quarterly checks of dry risers inlets and outlets; 
(c) checks to communal fire and front entrance doors ensuring compliance; 
(d) checks to service cupboard doors; 
(e) checks to ironmongery and signage; 
(f) inspections for breaches of compartmentation in communal areas; 
(g) managing potential hazards and ensuring the area is made safe 
(h) annual ladder inspections and follow-up repairs; 
(i) inspection of tank rooms for suspected asbestos and water sample testing; 
(j) raising orders/post inspecting orders for FRA actions; and 
(k) updating the FRA actions in Riskbase software and any relevant systems. 

 
FINANCIAL COMMENTS OF THE DIRECTOR OF RESOURCES 
 
20. The Director of Resources comments that the total establishment cost of the new 

team is estimated at about £383,000.  After accounting for budgeted cost of the 
four existing established posts, additional full year budget of £236,000 will be 
required.  Whilst the new team is likely to involve some consolidation of existing 
work conducted within Housing teams, for the most part this is already work that is 
stretching existing resources and is likely to grow significantly.  Therefore a 
positive Housing Revenue Account revenue budget variation of £236,000 in 
2022/23 and a full year is recommended for approval.  Any minor changes as a 
result of the job evaluation process will be incorporated as part of the 
Development budget process. 
 

21. As these posts will be a permanent addition to the establishment, this team will 
add an ongoing pressure on the Housing Revenue Account business plan.  Based 
on the proposed levels, and utilising current business plan assumptions on 
inflation and interest earned, the cost over the life of the 30-year business plan will 
reduce projected balances by c.£12 million by year 30. 
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COMMENTS OF THE ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF RESOURCES (CORPORATE 
SERVICES) 
 
22. The Assistant Director of Resources (Corporate Services) notes that consultation 

is currently ongoing with the four officers whose job profile will be reviewed as a 
result of the proposals in this paper.  All newly created posts will be subject to job 
evaluation using the SSA’s job evaluation scheme. 

 
CONCLUSION 
 
23. The Department must ensure that the duties around fire and building safety are 

carried out effectively and without delay.  It is, therefore, recommended that a new 
Estate Services Inspection Team is established with responsibility for undertaking 
a number of health and safety and compliance checks.  Sitting within the Estate 
Services Section of the Housing Management Division, this team with provide a 
day-to-day operational service across our housing stock.  The team will be wholly 
funded from the Housing Revenue Account at an estimated cost of £383,000 per 
annum. 

 
 

__________________ 
 

The Town Hall,   BRIAN REILLY 
Wandsworth,    Director of Housing and Regeneration 
SW18 2PU. 
 
8th November 2021 
 
Background papers 
 
All reports to Overview and Scrutiny Committees, regulatory and other committees, the 
Executive and the full Council can be viewed on the Council’s website 
(www.wandsworth.gov.uk/moderngov) unless the report was published before May 
2001, in which case the committee secretary (Thayyiba Shaah – 020 8871 6039; email 
tshaah@wandsworth.gov.uk) can supply if required. 
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PAPER NO. 21-341 
 

WANDSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

HOUSING AND REGENERATION OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –  
17TH NOVEMBER 2021 

 
EXECUTIVE – 22ND NOVEMBER 2021 

 
Update report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration on the Alton Estate 
Regeneration (Roehampton and Putney Heath) and Winstanley-York Road Regeneration 
(Latchmere) 
 

SUMMARY 
 

This report seeks approval to take steps to ensure vacant possession of Pennethorne 
House can be secured to ensure the next phase of regeneration on Winstanley-York Road 
estates can proceed. With regard to the Alton regeneration, it seeks approval to the 
Community Engagement Strategy Action Plan and that officers take any reasonable steps 
to try and secure planning permission for the scheme. 
 

 
GLOSSARY 
 
GLA  - Greater London Authority 
LPA  - Local Planning Authority 
TMO  - Traffic Management Order 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

1. The Housing and Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny Committee are recommended 
to support the recommendations in paragraph 2.  If they approve any views, comments 
or recommendations on the report, these will be submitted to the Executive or the 
appropriate regulatory and other committees for their consideration. 
 

2. The Executive is recommended to: - 
 

(a) having noted and considered the responses to the consultation as set out in 
paragraphs 9 to 12, authorise the Director of Housing and Regeneration to 
submit an application to the Secretary of State for Levelling Up, Housing and 
Communities for approval to the disposal and redevelopment of Pennethorne 
House pursuant to Part V of Schedule 2 of the Housing Act 1985 for the purpose 
of Ground 10A of Schedule 2 of the 1985 Housing Act to secure vacant 
possession of those dwellings occupied by secure tenants in Pennethorne House 
and, if approved by the Secretary of State, approve the service of the notices; 
 

(b) approve the changes required to the Winstanley Estate Traffic Management 
Order resulting from the completed development at Phase 0, Grant Road, of the 
Winstanley and York Road Regeneration and as set out in paragraph 15 and set 
out in Appendix A; 
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(c) note the progress made in community engagement on the Alton Estate over the 

past 12 months and approve the Alton Estate Regeneration Community 

Engagement Action Plan 2021/22 (Appendix B); and 
 

(d) authorise the Director of Housing and Regeneration, in consultation with the 
Cabinet Member for Housing and Regeneration, to take any steps considered 
reasonable to try and secure planning permission for the Alton regeneration 
scheme. 

 
WINSTANLEY AND YORK ROAD REGENERATION 

 
3. At its last meeting this Committee agreed (Paper No. 21-245) agreed that a formal 

consultation be undertaken with secure tenants of Pennethorne House on the 
Council’s proposal to apply to the Secretary of State for formal approval of the 
proposed redevelopment of Pennethorne House for the purposes of Ground 10A in 
Schedule 2 to the Housing Act 1985.  
 

4. The Council needs to re-house secure tenants living in homes within Pennethorne 
House within the Winstanley and York Road Regeneration Scheme so that their 
current homes can be demolished and brought forward for development. Members will 
be aware that alternative accommodation for the secure tenants of Pennethorne 
House is being constructed at Shuttleworth Road (Sphere Walk) and Gideon Road. 
Where they have requested it, some residents have been offered early moves to other 
properties in the Borough.  

 

5. The Council will make a Suitable Offer of Alternative Accommodation to all secure 
tenants remaining in Pennethorne House in accordance with the local lettings plan for 
the Winstanley and York Road. The intention is that this offer will be acceptable to 
every secure tenant of Pennethorne House. However, there is a chance that this will 
not be possible in every case and that some secure tenants will not be prepared to 
move to the replacement home that the Council has offered to them. To ensure that 
the Council can undertake the proposed redevelopment of the Pennethorne House, it 
needs to be able to recover possession of homes where secure tenants have refused 
to move. As explained to the Committee previously (Paper No. 21-245) and as set out 
in the Local lettings plan for the Winstanley and York Road Estates (approved 
September 2020), in line with the Councils Allocation Policy (as approved in 
September 2016) one of the legal processes under which the Council proposes to 
seek possession of those homes, to ensure vacant possession to facilitate progression 
of the regeneration scheme, is by court proceedings brought under Ground 10A of 
Schedule 2 of the Housing Act 1985. 
 

6. Formal consultation on the Winstanley and York Road Local Lettings Plan in line with 
the requirements of Section 105 of the Housing Act (1985) took place 23rd July 2020 
and ran to 31st August 2020. The recommendation to adopt the Local lettings plan 
was approved at the Executive on 28th September 2020 (Paper No. 20-244).   

 

7. Formal consultation with secure Council tenants of Pennethorne House on the 
potential use of Ground 10A as set out in Schedule 2 to the Housing Act 1985, to 
secure vacant possession of Pennethorne House for development commenced on 6th 
October 2021 and ran until 5th November 2021. This is attached at Appendix C.  

 

8. There are 56 (57 at the start of the consultation) secure tenancies in Pennethorne 
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House, who were consulted on the use of Ground 10A of Schedule 2 to the Housing 
Act 1985. 

 
9. 44 of the secure tenants were made offers of accommodation to Sphere Walk, 

(formally known as Shuttleworth Road) also on 6th October. 41 tenants have 
confirmed provisional acceptance of their offer of accommodation. Acceptance is 
provisional pending viewing of the offer of the property, which is anticipated in 
November 2021. One tenant is moving into Mitchell House and two tenants have 
requested a review of their offer due to a change in circumstance since they 
completed their application for rehousing. 

 

10. Nine properties will be made offers of accommodation to Gideon Road, these are 
anticipated to go out in January 2022.  

 

11. Three properties will be made offers of accommodation into existing council stock. 
These residents have requested “early moves” into existing stock for a variety of 
reasons including requests for split tenancies for older grown children or to live closer 
to family in other parts of the borough. One of these tenants has moved since the 
consultation started. 

 

12. There were no written response received in direct result of the consultation.  There 
were 34 telephone calls and/or visits to the site office in response to the consultation 
pack. These responses are summarised as below: - 

 

(a) They understood the process and had no comments; 
(b) They understood the need for the council to follow due process but reassured 

that they were happy to be moving; 
(c) Requested full explanation to ensure they understood; 
(d) One of the tenants who requested a review wanted to fully understand what it 

meant for them if the review was not successful. This was explained to them; and 
(e) One tenant asked who would possibly refuse an offer, especially with the right to 

return option. 
 

13. Officers recommend that the Council seek approval from the Secretary of State to the 
proposed redevelopment of Pennethorne House for the purposes of Ground 10A and 
seek to rehouse secure tenants who will not leave Pennethorne House by using Ground 
10A.  

 
Advice from the Council’s External Legal Advisers 

 
14. Ground 10A gives the Council the power to terminate a secure tenancy where the 

home is required as part of a redevelopment scheme approved by the Secretary of 
State. Under Ground 10A the Council can obtain possession if the Court considers 
that it is reasonable, and the Council can demonstrate that suitable alternative 
accommodation will be available to the secure tenant when the order for possession 
takes effect. If the secure tenant does not agree to vacate, the Council must serve a 
notice of seeking possession and if the secure tenant remains in occupation at the 
expiry of the notice period the Council may issue possession proceedings and there 
will then be a Court hearing. If the court is satisfied that the Ground 10A criteria have 
been met and suitable accommodation is available for the secure tenant it must make 

an order for possession. 
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Phase 0 Update  
 

15. Paper No. 18-414 approved temporary changes to the Winstanley Estate Traffic 
Management Order (TMO) resulting from the development along Grant Road (known 
as Phase 0). With the substantial completion of Phase 0 the temporary parking and 
traffic arrangements need to be amended and the report seeks approval to make a 
new Winstanley Estate TMO to reflect the ‘approved’ final traffic and parking 
arrangements for the Winstanley Estate. A plan showing the final traffic and parking 
arrangements is attached at Appendix A. 

 
ALTON REGENERATION 

 

Community engagement update  
 

16. In September 2020, following a comprehensive review of community engagement, the 
Executive approved (Paper No. 20-245 a revised approach and that a full Community 
Engagement Strategy (“the Strategy”) should be developed, focusing on a more “grass 
roots” approach to community engagement). 
 

17. In November 2020 the Executive approved (Paper No.  20-349) the adoption of the 
revised Community Engagement Strategy for the Alton Regeneration. The Strategy is 
attached at Appendix C. 

 

18. The key themes which have informed the development of the Strategy are 
summarised as follows: - 

 

(a) putting affected residents at the heart of engagement; 
(b) good resident engagement and representation during the construction phase so 

the impact of development can be well managed; 
(c) providing space for residents to give their views generally (as opposed to set-

piece consultation events on specific issues); and 
(d) the role of social interaction in engagement – i.e. there are benefits of people 

getting together regardless of whether there is anything regeneration related to 
consult on or discuss 

 
19. The Strategy further sets out four key principles which will guide the approach to all 

aspects of community engagement, these are that the approach will be: - 
 
(a) Inclusive – focusing on engagement being accessible to all; 
(b) Collaborative – focusing on establishing and promoting partnerships with the 

community, existing organisations and other council departments; 
(c) Responsive – focusing on working with and responding to the community; and 
(d) Meaningful – focusing on local interests and priorities. 

 
20. In line with the findings of a review of the health and care needs of Wandsworth 

residents by Public Health the Strategy proposes that engagement activities and 
events are categorised into four main categories: - 

 
(a) Place – focusing on the Alton Estate and its surroundings, including nature, 

landscape and the physical community; 
(b) Start Well – focusing on activities tailored towards young people, with an 

emphasis on learning; 
(c) Live Well – focusing on improving health and wellbeing; and 
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(d) Age Well – focusing on older people. 
 
21. A post within the Alton Regeneration team was re-designated to focus on working with 

the community to develop a comprehensive action plan of events, activities and 
engagement opportunities and a full time Community Engagement and Cultural 
Coordinator was appointed in March 2021. 
 

22. The proposed “Alton Estate Regeneration Community Engagement Action Plan 
2021/22” (“The Action Plan”), attached as Appendix D, has been developed as a next 
step to set out in greater detail a wide range of events and activities that are designed 
to meet the objectives set out in the Engagement Strategy. 

 

23. A large number of activities have already taken place over the last 12 months and the 
Action Plan identifies some further activities over the next 12 months – given the 
nature of engagement it deliberately does not attempt to map out a full list of activities 
as further ideas and activities will be developed with the community as the year 
proceeds. This allows engagement to be flexible and responsive to the community’s 
needs. 

 

24. In line with the council’s commitment set out in the Community Engagement Strategy it 
is proposed that the Action Plan will be updated and presented to this Committee 
annually. 

 

Planning update  
 

NB All references in this report to “the Council” are as landowner/applicant as 
distinct from the Local Planning Authority (LPA) 

 

25. At its last meeting (Paper No. 21-244) the Committee received an update on 
negotiations with the Greater London Authority over planning viability. 
 

26. The report noted that the issue of viability remained unresolved and that Council had 
received clear advice that its stance on viability was correct. The Council set out its 
position in a letter to the GLA on 31st August. A response had not been received by 
the date of the last Committee but was received on 8th October 2021; this indicated no 
change in the GLA’s stance. The GLA’s letter was preceded by a meeting between the 
GLA and Council officers on 1st October which was unable to resolve the principal 
point of difference. 

 

27. Paper No. 21-244 noted that officers were exploring whether there were other options 
to resolve the issues with the GLA. This report recommends that officers take any 
steps considered reasonable to try and secure planning permission for the scheme. 
 
Procurement 

 
28. The preparatory work required to commence the procurement to appoint a new 

development partner has been completed but this cannot commence until the 
application has cleared the GLA’s Stage 2 process and the Mayor confirms he is 
content for the LPA to determine the application. 
 

COMMENTS OF THE DIRECTOR OF RESOURCES  
 

29. The Director of Resources has reviewed this report and has no comments. 
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SUPPORTING THE WANDSWORTH ENVIRONMENT AND SUSTAINABILITY 
STRATEGY (WESS) 
 
30. Both schemes have or will have energy strategies formulated following the London 

Plan energy hierarchy: Be Lean, Be Clean and Be Green, which seeks to balance a 
number of key elements including CO2 emissions, affordability of heat, climate change 
adaptation and the provision of high-quality buildings. In line with the GLA’s Energy 
Assessment Guidance the strategy has been developed using SAP 10 carbon 
emissions factors. 
 

31. Energy efficiency measures including air source heat pumps as a primary generation 
source, enhanced insulation and energy efficient lighting in all homes will ensure that 
the residential and non-residential elements of the development both achieve the 
respective ten per cent and 15 per cent targets from energy efficiency measures, as 
set out in policy S12 of the New London Plan. 

 

32. Taking all these measures together, the energy strategies will ensure that the 
regeneration schemes will meet the New London Plan and Wandsworth’s planning 
policy requirement of a minimum reduction in regulated CO2 emissions of 35 per cent. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

33. The proposed use of Ground 10A to secure possession of properties in Pennethorne 
House will only be used as a last report but is a necessary and unavoidable step to 
ensure that vacant possession can be obtained to enable the regeneration to maintain 
momentum and deliver new affordable homes in the next phase. 
 

34. The Council’s new approach to engagement has been positively received by the 
community and the Council’s key partners and the Alton Estate Regeneration 
Community Engagement Action Plan 2021/22 is recommended for approval.  
 

35. The Council is only able to commence the procurement for a new development partner 
for the Alton regeneration if and when the GLA’s Stage 2 decision confirms it is 
content for the LPA to determine the planning application. The delay in reaching this 
point is causing ongoing uncertainty to both residents and prospective development 
partners.  

 

36. Officers remain confident that the Council’s position on viability is correct and if the 
GLA were to engage on this matter in a constructive and cooperative manner the issue 
could be resolved quickly. As things stand, however, an early resolution appears 
increasingly unlikely. This report recommends that officers take all reasonable steps to 
try and secure planning permission for the scheme. 

_________________ 
 

The Town Hall,   BRIAN REILLY 
Wandsworth,    Director of Housing and Regeneration 
SW18 2PU. 
 
8th November 2021 
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Background papers 
 
There are no background papers to this report. 
 
All reports to Overview and Scrutiny Committees, regulatory and other committees, the 
Executive and the full Council can be viewed on the Council’s website 
(www.wandsworth.gov.uk/moderngov) unless the report was published before May 2001, in 
which case the committee secretary (Thayyiba Shaah – 020 8871 6039; email 
tshaah@wandsworth.gov.uk) can supply if required. 
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Introduction and Background to the Winstanley and York 
Road Regeneration Scheme 

 
 

1. The Winstanley and York Road Regeneration Scheme is being delivered in a Joint Venture partnership 
between Wandsworth Borough Council and Taylor Wimpey PLC (WYR JV). The regeneration scheme 
aims to improve the lives and homes of the existing residents of the Winstanley and York Road 
Estates by delivering;  

• 530 replacement new high-quality social rent council homes and;  
• up to 86 new homes for existing resident leaseholders and freeholders on an equity share 

basis on the existing site.  
 The scheme also delivers additional new homes to the area.  

• 105 additional social rent; 
• 100 additional affordable rent; 
• 107 shared ownership properties; 
• to up to 1750 private homes for sale and for rent.  

The regeneration will also provide residents with improved open spaces, new shops, new improved 
health facilities, a new leisure centre, Library and child/nursery centre.   
 

2. The regeneration of the Winstanley and York Road estates is taking place in phases. The first phase of 
delivery of the scheme is almost complete. Known as “Phase Zero”, providing 139 new homes. Of 
these new homes 46 were made available for existing secure tenants of the Winstanley and York Road 
Estate, specifically residents of Scholey house, Kiloh Court and Jackson House, alongside 93 new homes 
for open market sale. “Phase Zero” also delivered a new building to relocate the Battersea Baptist 
Chapel and the Thames Christian College, who needed to be moved from Pennethorne Square, in 
Wye Street, along with a new Multi-use games area (MUGA).  

 
3. The next phase is the building of 89 new homes for the residents of Winstanley and York Road 

estates on local sites in Battersea; Sphere Walk (formally known as Shuttleworth Road) and Gideon 
Road. The new homes have been built to meet the specific housing need of the existing secure 
tenants and resident leaseholders of Pennethorne House. There are 89 units being delivered across 
these two sites which will be complete in early 2022. To date 6 additional properties have been 
delivered at Rowditch Lane, which, brings the total reprovision for Pennethorne House to 95 units 
across three sites.  

 
4. This information pack and enclosed letter are a notice of formal consultation to Secure Tenants 

currently living within Pennethorne House who will be required to move to enable its redevelopment. 
This will affect all Secure Tenants living in Pennethorne House  

 
 Pennethorne House will be demolished and replaced with new high-quality homes as part of the 

overall Winstanley and York Road Regeneration Scheme.  
 

5. This document aims to explain the important proposal that the Council is formally consulting Secure 
Tenants about. If, after you have read this document with the enclosed letter, you are unsure about 
anything or you want advice or further information, you can contact the Estate Regeneration Team, 
using the contact details which are at the end of this document. 
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Statutory consultation in connection 
with seeking approval of the Secretary of State 
for use of Ground 10A of the Housing Act, 1985 

 

1. The Council needs to re-house Secure Tenants living in homes in Pennethorne House within the 
Winstanley and York Road Regeneration Scheme so that their current homes can be demolished and 
brought forward for development.  

 
2. The Council will make an offer of suitable alternative accommodation to all Secure Tenants in 

accordance with its Local Lettings Plan and Allocation Policy for Pennethorne House in the 
Winstanley and York Road regeneration Scheme (a copy of these documents can be found online). 
To access please type the below into your web browser: 
 
 Local Lettings Plan: 
https://wandsworth.gov.uk/media/7040/york_gardens_105_consultation_booklet.pdf 
 
Allocations Policy: 
https://wandsworth.gov.uk/media/3042/wandsworth_allocation_scheme.pdf 
 
If you do not have access to IT then contact the regeneration office and arrangements can be made 
to view a hard copy. 
 
The Council hopes that this offer will be acceptable to every Secure Tenant. However, there is a 
chance that this will not be possible in every case and that some Secure Tenants will not be 
prepared to move to the replacement home that the Council has offered to them. To ensure that 
the Council can undertake the proposed redevelopment of the Pennethorne House, it needs to be 
able to recover possession of homes where Secure Tenants have refused to move. As set out in the 
Local lettings plan for the Winstanley and York Road Estates (approved September 2020), in line 
with the Councils Allocation Policy (as approved in September 2016) one of the legal processes 
under which the Council proposes to seek possession of those homes, to ensure vacant possession 
to facilitate progression of the regeneration scheme, is by court proceedings brought under Ground 
10A of Schedule 2 of an Act of Parliament called the Housing Act 1985. 

 
3. To be able to rely on Ground 10A, the Council must first apply to the Secretary of State (a 

government minister in the Department for Communities and Local Government) for formal 
approval of the proposed redevelopment of the Pennethorne House within the Winstanley and 
York Road regeneration Scheme for the purposes of Ground 10A. It is the Council's proposal to 
make such an application to the Secretary of State. Before an application can be made, however, 
the Council must consult with all Secure Tenants living in homes affected by the proposal. This is 
the purpose of this current consultation and we have set out 
below: 

 
a) the main features of the proposed redevelopment of Pennethorne House within the 

Winstanley and York Road regeneration Scheme and 
 

b)       the effect that receiving such approval would have on you in relation to court proceedings to 
recover possession brought under the Housing Act 1985. 
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4. As set out in the section headed "Introduction & Background to the Winstanley and York Road 
Regeneration Scheme” (see first page to this document), the regeneration of these two estates is 
taking place in phases and the Council is now focused on progressing with the redevelopment of 
Pennethorne House. As part of this, Secure Tenants who are living in the blocks affected by the 
Winstanley and York Road Regeneration Scheme, (Pennethorne House in this phase) will be 
required to move out of their current homes and into alternative accommodation offered by the 
Council in accordance with the Winstanley and York Road Local lettings plan and the Council's 
Allocation Policy for Pennethorne House. Once all the properties in Pennethorne House have been 
vacated, the Council intends to demolish Pennethorne House so that these sites can be brought 
forward for redevelopment and replaced with new high quality homes as part of the overall 
Regeneration scheme for the Winstanley and York Road Estates. 

 
5. Your tenancy with the Council is called a Secure Tenancy. A Secure Tenancy gives you certain rights 

and responsibilities. One of your key rights is to a fair and transparent process should the Council 
wish to terminate (end) your tenancy and recover possession of your home. The Council can only 
evict a Secure Tenant in certain circumstances specified by law. As set out in the Winstanley and 
York Road Local lettings plan the Council will follow necessary procedures to ensure vacant 
possession to facilitate the progression of the Regeneration of the estates. One of the methods by 
which the Council proposes to secure possession from Secure Tenants living in Pennethorne house 
is to use court proceedings under the Housing Act 1985. 

 
6. If the Council uses court proceedings to recover possession under the Housing Act 1985, the 

Council can only evict a Secure Tenant in certain circumstances. These are referred to as ‘grounds 
for possession’ and are set out in Schedule 2 of the Housing Act 1985. The grounds for possession 
fall into two categories. The first category is where the Council can obtain possession if the Court 
considers that it is reasonable. The second category is where the Council can obtain possession if 
the Court considers that it is reasonable, and the Council can demonstrate that suitable 
alternative accommodation will be available to the Secure Tenant when the order for possession 
takes effect. 

 
7. To seek possession against a Secure Tenant, the Council must first serve a formal notice (called a 

notice of seeking possession) on the Secure Tenant specifying the ground or grounds for possession 
on which it wants to rely. The Council must then issue Court proceedings (which must also specify 
the ground or grounds for possession on which it wants to rely). There will then be a hearing in the 
county court at which the Council will have to set out its reasons for wanting to obtain possession 
and show how these fall within the ground or grounds for possession specified in the notice. 

 
8. One of the grounds on which the Council can rely is Ground 10A. Ground 10A gives the Council the 

power to terminate a Secure Tenancy where the home is required for redevelopment. It is the only 
ground available to the Council under the Housing Acts, where it needs to obtain possession in 
order to redevelop the premises. Ground 10A can only be used where a redevelopment scheme 
has been approved by the Secretary of State for this purpose. The Council's proposed application to 
the Secretary of State will seek this approval in relation to those homes that are in Pennethorne 
House.  

 
9. If the Secretary of State approves the proposed redevelopment of Pennethorne House for the 

purposes of Ground 10A, then Ground 10A becomes a ground on which the Council can seek 
possession. Ground 10A falls into the second category of grounds for possession described in 
paragraph 6 above. This means that, provided that the Court is satisfied that Ground 10A applies, 
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the Council can only obtain possession if the Court considers that it is reasonable and the Council 
can demonstrate that suitable alternative accommodation will be available to the Secure Tenant 
when the order for possession takes effect. 

 
10. If the Secretary of State approves the proposed redevelopment of Pennethorne House for the 

purposes of Ground 10A, it is likely that, within the coming months, Secure Tenants in Pennethorne 
House will be served with a notice of seeking possession specifying Ground 10A and will be made 
one suitable offer of alternative accommodation in line with the Winstanley and York Road Local 
lettings plan and the Council's Allocation Policy for Pennethorne House. Please refer to the 
Winstanley and York Road Local lettings plan for Pennethorne House which is included with this 
document, specifically pages 6-9.  

 
11. For some Secure Tenants, the suitable offer of alternative accommodation will mean the offer of a 

new home within one of the following redevelopment sites. Secure tenants offered alternative 
accommodation to one these two sites, will retain security of tenure and will remain a Wandsworth 
council tenant. All secure tenants relocating to the sites below, will have the option of a right to 
return notice to the main Winstanley and York Road Regeneration Scheme: 

 
Location New Total Expected 

Landlord Number of Completion Date 
 New Homes  

   
           71 

 
January 2022 Sphere Walk Road,  Wandsworth 

Borough (formally known as 
Shuttleworth Road) 

Council  

   
18 

 
May 2022 Gideon Road  Wandsworth 

Council  
Council  

 
At the time of accepting their offer of suitable accommodation the resident would be asked to 
identify whether it was likely that they would want to return to the main Winstanley and York Road 
Regeneration scheme. It has been agreed that all residents who move in the first phase, to the 
“offsites” may choose to return to main site, this will be subject to the caveats below;  
 
• when sufficient properties have been built to create sufficient supply to allow future phases to 

decant within the main site.  
• the tenant has been residing in the property as their only and principal home at the time of the 

move to the off-site property and at the time of returning to the main site.  
• the property has not been extensively adapted to meet specific disability adaptions of the 

tenant, outside of lifetime home standards; and  
• the tenant remains eligible and qualifying for allocation 

 
 
12.     For other Secure Tenants, who have chosen to move into existing Council Stock on an “Early Move”,  
 the suitable offer of alternative accommodation will mean:         

 
a) a suitable offer of a permanent alternative home within Wandsworth, to a replacement 

home that is in existing stock, which is not due for demolition as part of the Winstanley 
and York Road Regeneration Scheme.  

 
 

13. If, following the service of a notice of seeking possession and making of a suitable offer of 
alternative accommodation as set out in the Winstanley and York Road Local lettings plan and the 
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Council's Allocation Policy, a Secure Tenant in Pennethorne House is not willing to vacate their 
current home, the Council will likely commence court proceedings relying on Ground 10A as set out 
in this document. The Council's proposal is to secure possession using court proceedings under the 
Housing Act 1985 until the Council has confirmation of a Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) in 
respect of the homes concerned. After that point, and even if the Council are part way through 
court proceedings under the Housing Act 1985, the Council propose to proceed to secure 
possession by agreement or using the compulsory purchase powers derived from the confirmed 
CPO in place of the possession proceedings. The only circumstances in which the Council propose 
continuing to pursue court proceedings under the Housing Act 1985 following confirmation of a 
CPO, is if the Council consider that continuing to pursue those proceedings is likely to result in it 
recovering possession of the property more swiftly than using its compulsory purchase powers.  

 
 

What do I need to do? 
 

14. You do not need to do anything; we are consulting on our proposal to make an application to the 
Secretary of State for the proposed redevelopment of the Pennethorne House of the Winstanley 
and York Road regeneration Scheme.  

 
15. If you are not happy with what is being proposed or you wish to make comments, please provide 

these, with your name and address, and return it to the Council using the prepay envelope provided 
at the following address: 

 
Regeneration team  
Room 201 The Town Hall 
Wandsworth High Street  
SW18 2PU 

 
Alternatively, you can contact the Regeneration Team at 
Winstanleyyorkroad@richmondandwandsworth.gov.uk or  
you can make an appointment to meet with a Regeneration team officer at the Regeneration office 
(by appointment only) on 020-8871-6802, where an officer will record your comments and queries 
if you require assistance to do so.  

 
The final date for comments to be received is 5pm on Friday 5th November 2021. 

 
16. The Council must then consider any comments in advance of making the application and report the 

results of the consultation as part of the application to the Secretary of State. 
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Introduction 
 

The regeneration proposals for the Alton area have evolved through a collaborative design process, 
involving extensive engagement with residents and stakeholders over a period of six years.  

The Alton Estate masterplan was approved by Wandsworth Council’s Planning Applications Committee in 
October 2020 and as we proceed with the regeneration process, we are refocusing our attention on 
grassroots engagement. 

In March 2020, a paper was submitted to the Roehampton Partnership seeking views on future 
engagement arrangements relating to the regeneration.  

The purpose of the review was stated as to “ensure that the best possible engagement processes are in 
place for the residents and stakeholders affected by the Alton Estate regeneration” 

The Council’s Regeneration Team had looked at best practice elsewhere and considered that there was 
scope to apply some of those practices to the Alton, namely: 

a) putting affected residents at the heart of engagement; 
b) good resident engagement and representation during the construction phase so the impact of 

development can be managed well; 
c) providing space for residents to give their views generally (as opposed to set-piece consultation 

events on specific issues); and 
d) the role of social interaction in engagement – i.e. there are benefits of people getting together 

regardless of whether there is anything regeneration related to consult on or discuss. 

All members of the Roehampton Partnership were asked for their comments, as were other local 
stakeholders and groups. 

A total of 17 responses were received – either in writing or via telephone calls or virtual meetings. The 
feedback we received has been used to inform the development of our Community Engagement Strategy, 
as set out in this document. 
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Our vision and objectives 
 

 
 

To harness existing community spirit, encourage people of all ages to celebrate the Alton 
Estate’s many positive features, improve community cohesion and boost wellbeing. We 
want to involve local people throughout the development of Alton Green, to ensure it is well 
used, appreciated, enjoyed and respected. 
 
Guided by the responses we received to our consultation paper; our objectives are to: 

a) work collaboratively with other council departments to ensure our engagement activities are aligned 
to identified priorities to support the health and wellbeing needs of local communities;  

b) focus activities around environmental themes including recycling and the outdoors;  
c) support a programme of inspiring and engaging creative activities, involving existing cultural groups 

and creative individuals; 
d) move away from formal consultation events and meetings to focus on grassroots engagement, 

where the benefits of participation are clear; 
e) encourage and provide greater support for community-led initiatives and activities; 
f) increase interaction with, and support for, existing community groups; 
g) help to develop existing local skills, interests and talents;  
h) encourage the involvement of those who are traditionally less likely to interact, or who may face 

obstacles; and 
i) draw inspiration from the calendar of national events and initiatives, so that local events reflect 

national and global priorities.  
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Engagement principles 
 

The following key principles will be at the heart of all our engagement activities: 
 

Inclusive 

 Rather than inviting and encouraging participation in a formal way, efforts to 
engage will be much more active and informal  

 The Regeneration Team proposes to increase participation in existing 
community activities, to facilitate conversations and information-sharing in a 
way that is accessible to all 

 We will use spaces that are convenient for participants, with events arranged 
at times that also suit them, wherever possible 

 Participation will be encouraged from as broad a range of groups as possible 
and we will actively target groups who are traditionally more difficult to 
engage with 

 We will foster neighbourly networks and encourage cross-generational 
interactions 

 Careful consideration will be given to safe interaction with the most 
vulnerable members of society, including those who may be shielding, in 
light of the COVID-19 pandemic 

 Consideration will be given to those who lack the means or knowledge to 
participate digitally, as well as those who may face language and disability 
barriers, to avoid exclusion 

 Where possible, we will be happy to meet people within their own homes, if 
this is what they prefer 

 

 

Collaborative 

 We will encourage local residents to participate in various platforms to voice 
their views and share their knowledge 

 We will work with other council departments to ensure our activities 
complement other initiatives and meet identified priorities 

 We will work alongside other local organisations, coordinating our approach 
and sharing resources 

 We will consider regional and national priorities, such as sustainability, and 
identify opportunities to make a positive contribution   
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Responsive  
 Communication will be via a variety of methods based on residents’ and 

service users’ needs and two-way 

 Engagement will be regular, sustained and ongoing throughout the 
regeneration  

 We will recognise existing groups and initiatives and focus on joining or 
enhancing the conversation rather than starting a new one 

 We will foster trust and familiarity with the community and be open and 
transparent 

 We will recognise skills and talent that already exists and provide support to 
encourage it to develop and thrive 

 We will encourage people to provide feedback and will follow up on 
suggestions – demonstrating where ideas have been taken on board, or 
explaining why it has not been possible to pursue other requests   

 Levels of participation, participant feedback and the effectiveness of 
activities will all be monitored, measured and reported at least once a year, 
so that continuous improvements can be made to the ongoing engagement 
programme and action can be taken to engage any underrepresented 
groups 

 

Meaningful  
 Objectives and opportunities will be communicated clearly, websites will be 

kept up-to-date and we will continue to produce and distribute newsletters on 
a regular basis  

 We will ensure that participants benefit from engagement activities – 
broadening horizons, improving skills, increasing knowledge, and reducing 
loneliness and isolation 

 We will endeavour to identify and engage with the people who are likely to 
be most interested in, or affected by, specific aspects of the regeneration  

 Activities will respond to local interests and priorities – e.g. recycling / 
upcycling, nature, and celebrating the green spaces that are an essential 
part of Roehampton’s character 

 We will recognise the contribution that cultural projects – including arts and 
music – make in supporting health and wellbeing  

 

These principles will apply to our engagement with any stakeholder directly affected by the 
Alton Estate Regeneration.  
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Engagement Categories 
 
The Wandsworth Joint Strategic Needs Assessment and Annual Report of the Director of Public Health 
2017/18 arranges the needs of the population, together with the potential methods of addressing those 
needs, into four categories – namely, Place, Start Well, Live Well and Age Well. We have chosen to 
organise our proposed engagement activities into the same categories, with a number of sub-themes. 
These categories and sub-themes will remain constant and pivotal in informing our future projects and 
engagement ideas.  

1. Place 2. Start Well 

  

1.1.  Ongoing community involvement in the 
development of the Alton Estate 

1.2. Alignment with existing groups and  
awareness raising campaigns 

1.3. Re-using and recycling 
1.4. Celebrating the historic environment 
1.5. Connecting people with nature 
1.6. Bringing nature close to home 
1.7. Community gardening 
1.8. Roehampton in Bloom 
1.9. Spring trail 

2.1. Creative activities for young people 
2.2. Connecting children with nature 
2.3. Learning in the built environment 
2.4. Encouraging outdoor activity 
2.5. Activities for older young people 

 

 

 

3. Live Well 4. Age Well 

 
3.1. Activities to improve health and wellbeing 
3.2. Promoting active and sustainable travel 
3.3. Encouraging and rewarding acts of 

kindness 
3.4. Roehampton Summer Festival 
3.5. Programme of seasonal events 

 
4.1. Re-engaging with existing groups 
4.2. Activities to address the needs of  

older people 
4.3. Covid-secure engagement 
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Possible activities 
 

We propose to develop a detailed programme of activities for the next six months and beyond.  

Some of our engagement activity ideas are set out against our core engagement categories and sub-
themes in the following pages. 
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1. Place 
Key opportunities 
 Celebrate the history of the estate, capturing and 

sharing stories 

 Foster a sense of pride and ownership – our 
homes, our spaces, our estate 

 Encourage an appreciation of nature and an 
awareness of the flora and fauna that live on the 
estate 

 Discuss the impacts of littering, fly tipping and 
anti-social behaviour and explore opportunities to 
address these issues   

 

1.1. Ongoing community involvement in the development of the Alton Estate  
The quality of places makes a valuable contribution 
to the health and wellbeing of communities. The 
Alton Estate regeneration will deliver well-designed 
homes for existing and new residents, two new 
community centres with wide ranging facilities, public 
realm improvements and a better-connected estate 
with improved links and pedestrian and cycle routes. 
Overall, the regeneration will make the Alton a place 
where people of all ages want to live, work and 
spend time. 

We will consult residents and service users in several elements of the scheme, including the Village 
Square, the Alton Activity Centre and other play spaces. There will also be opportunities for people to 
participate in projects around hoarding design and wayfinding. 

 

1.2. Alignment with existing groups and awareness raising campaigns 
All the activities we arrange can be aligned with national awareness raising 
campaigns, complement the existing local calendar of activities (e.g. those 
arranged by the Roehampton Community Capacity Project, Council’s 
Children’s Services, Adult Social Care and Public Health or Arts and 
Culture services, the University and other organisations) and relate to the 
local agenda e.g. Keep Britain Tidy’s #lovewhereyoulive challenge and 
Plogolution (Litter picking combined with running/jogging). We want to 
strengthen existing community networks, support existing businesses and 
forge new relationships, so that new spaces and facilities are well used. We 
will engage with representatives from local organisations and raise 
awareness of voluntary and campaigning opportunities.  
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1.3. Re-using and recycling 
There is potential to reuse materials from the demolition process with local 
groups e.g. turning doors from decant blocks into birdboxes, bee hotels or 
hedgehog homes with Roehampton Shed, or creating planters from 
concrete blocks.  

 
 

 

1.4. Celebrating the historic environment 
Engagement activities will respect and celebrate the 
historic and natural environment. A walking guide or 
heritage trail could be created to provide information 
about local history and explain how future 
development is planned. There is a possible 
opportunity to link this with work being undertaken 
by the Economic Development Office. 
 
We would like to work with Arts and Culture services 
to build upon some of the brilliant projects that have 
already taken place in Roehampton – including 
“Reflections on Home” by Sara Heywood & Jane 
Watt in 2018-19 and “Women of Roehampton” in 
2016. 
 

 

1.5. Connecting people with nature 
The parkland setting of the Alton Estate is already one of its most appealing features. We can work with the 
community to combat climate change, create and improve green spaces and encourage an even greater 
appreciation of the natural world. Teaming up with experts (perhaps from the University or from the Royal 
Parks), we could help residents build a wider knowledge of local species and ensure the Estate continues 
to provide benefits for wildlife and people.  
 
 

1.6. Bringing nature close to home 
The activities we arrange could help bring nature 
closer to home for those who may face obstacles, 
such as: 

 An introduction to the London Wildlife Trust’s 
“Wildlife from your window” campaign, which 
features indoor and outdoor activities 

 Visits from an ornithologist to demonstrate 
how to spot an array of bird species 

 Partnership with organisations like the 
Bumblebee Conservation Trust, to introduce 
nectar-rich plants and bee boxes, encouraging  
interest and providing education 
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1.7. Community gardening 
The idea of community gardening was raised by one of the existing estate residents and was widely 
supported during community workshops that took place as part of the pre-application consultation. Positive 

reference was made to Putney Community Gardens 
on the Ashburton Estate. Community gardening can 
support the health and wellbeing of individuals 
including mental health and social isolation. We 
could: 
 Create space for existing and new members of 

the community to meet, learn and grow together 
 Include raised beds at varying heights to 

promote accessibility and inclusion 
 Construct beds and planters using reclaimed, 

found and recycled materials (perhaps involving 
Roehampton Shed) 

 Encourage people to grow food, attract 
pollinators and include drought-resistant plants  

 

1.8. Roehampton in Bloom 
Creating public planters around Roehampton. This initiative could involve local groups, schools and 
businesses in planting and maintenance.  

 Building planters (Roehampton Shed, Alton Activity Centre and other community groups) 
 Planting (schools, community and religious groups, businesses) 

 

1.9. Spring trail 
Planting bulbs across the estate in the Autumn in time for Spring, particularly around Downshire Field. 
Bulbs could be planted alongside a "heritage trail" through Roehampton (with the potential opportunity to 
extend planting into the University's land and through Roehampton Village).  
 
 

Will these proposed activities meet our objectives? 
 Collaborative working 
 Focus on environmental themes 
 Support for community-led initiatives and activities 
 A programme of inspiring and engaging creative activities 
 Support for and increased interaction with existing groups 
 Development of skills, interests and talents 
 Activities to involve those who may face obstacles 
 Draw inspiration from the wider calendar of events and initiatives 
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2. Start Well 
Key opportunities 
 Help young people to develop interests, support 

their learning, widen horizons and realise 
potential  

 Identify and support the development of talents 

 Build mutually-beneficial relationships across 
generations – sharing knowledge, devoting 
attention, giving purpose  

 Encourage healthy activities and patterns and 
reduce the likelihood of risky behaviours 

 Improve mental wellbeing and resilience  

2.1. Creative activities for young people 
We have already involved children in the design of site hoardings and there will be further opportunities for 
children to apply their creative skills to the design of development signage. This could include photography 
projects and competitions where the winning photographs are featured around the estate, on site hoardings 
or on the covers of regeneration materials.  

There’s already a KiDS Club in Roehampton Library, where children can do colouring, crafts and games. 
The Regeneration Team could organise and host a craft session using recycled materials. We can also 
work with local youth organisations to arrange co-hosted events and boost the use of the Alton Activity 
Centre. 

Working alongside Arts & Culture services, we can seek advice from theatre companies like Oily Cart, who 
create sensory theatre for children of all ages and abilities, to explore opportunities to use spaces on the 
estate or bring performances to the home. 

2.2. Connecting children with nature 
We can help children to develop an appreciation for nature from a young age, as well as teaching them 
about the environmental impacts of our behaviour. Such activities could include: 

 Inviting children from local schools, including those who have previously engaged with the 
Regeneration Team (Sacred Heart Catholic Primary School, The Alton Primary School, Ark Putney 
Academy, Mosaic Jewish Primary School and Heathmere Primary School) to help install bat boxes 
and bug hotels 

 The creation of a sensory garden for children using recycled materials  
 A possible link-up with the Royal Parks e.g. park walks for children, learning about nature, deer, 

bugs etc. 
 Forest school activities – perhaps delivered in partnership with Eastwood Children’s Centre for 

dads, mums and carers with children aged 0-4 years 

2.3. Learning in the built environment 
The buildings of the estate provide opportunities for learning and we could work with local teachers to 
develop outdoor activities to: 

 Explore the history and heritage of the estate and its listed buildings 
 Understand how the estate has developed over time 
 Explain the concept of development design and placemaking  
 Visit an operational construction site on the estate to see development in progress and understand 

some of the skills required   
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2.4. Encouraging outdoor activity 
Encouraging young people to use and explore 
outdoor spaces on the estate to keep physically 
active, connect with nature and support 
socialisation. We can work with Enable and local 
sports organisations to plan activities and set 
challenges for children of all ages. We will also 
draw inspiration from the national events calendar, 
organising events to coincide with campaigns and 
initiatives like Sport Relief, National Skipping Day, 
National Walking Month.   

 

   

2.5. Activities for older young people 
There are opportunities to involve ‘older young people’ through activities that particularly interest this age 
group and through working collaboratively with local organisations, including: 

 Teaming up with Roehampton Base to organise a clothes upcycling workshop, healthy cookery 
session or bringing in young professional guest speakers who can act as positive role models and 
reinforce ideas such as aspiration and self-esteem 

 Creating a grow garden adjacent to the Alton Activity Centre to help to promote health and 
wellbeing and educate young people in food production 
 

Will these proposed activities meet our objectives? 
 Collaborative working 
 Focus on environmental themes 
 Support for community-led initiatives and activities 
 Clearly communicate the benefits of participation 
 A programme of inspiring and engaging creative activities 
 Support for and increased interaction with existing groups 
 Development of skills, interests and talents 
 Activities to involve those who may face obstacles 
 Draw inspiration from the wider calendar of events and initiatives 
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3. Live Well 
Key opportunities 
 Provide activities and opportunities for people to 

improve their health and fitness 

 Encourage a greater appreciation of the outdoors 
and the opportunities offered by green spaces 

 Work with the local community to ensure that 
new facilities are used and enjoyed 

 Encourage, recognise and reward acts of 
kindness in the community 

 Improve community cohesion 

 Improve mental and social wellbeing 

 

3.1. Activities to improve health and wellbeing 
 

There are already numerous activities in 
Wandsworth which are designed to improve the 
health and wellbeing of the population. These 
include guided walking groups, weight loss activities 
and weekly classes. We aim to ensure that the 
Alton Estate can be included on walking routes and 
provide venues for regular classes and activities.    

We will also work with Arts & Culture services who 
are already looking at the role arts and culture plays 
in supporting wellbeing and ensuring that all 
residents lead healthy lives.  

 

 

 

 

 

3.2. Promoting active and sustainable travel 
The regeneration will provide better routes and links through the estate. In the meantime, we can 
encourage sociable walking (as described above), cycling and the use of sustainable modes of transport. 
Ideas include: 

 Hosting an event during Bike Week, giving people the opportunity to try E-bikes, or taking 
advantage of training (through organisations like The Bikeability Trust) 

 Organisation of bike maintenance days to carry out safety checks (where experienced mechanics 
check everything from wheels, brakes, gears and tyre pressure to lights, racks, pedals and saddles) 
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3.3. Encouraging and rewarding acts of kindness 
We will encourage people to share stories about individual acts of kindness, to connect people within the 
estate and support community cohesion. Many local groups and individuals have provided invaluable 
support to the local community in recent months and we can invite nominations for a “local hero” award.  

3.4. Roehampton Summer Festival 
The summer festival on Downshire Field always has 
an “active” or “feel good” theme, bringing the 
various communities of Roehampton together to 
celebrate Roehampton and offering a variety of 
activities and experiences for people of all ages, 
including: food stalls, stage performances by local 
groups and individuals, sports activities and 
competitions, children’s entertainment (inflatables, 
face painting, farm), council and community stalls, 
the Regeneration Team tent, and the Kings and 
Queens event organised by Regenerate Rise. The 
theme for the 2021 event will be the ‘Summer of 
Sport’, inspired by the Olympics, the Wimbledon 
tournament and other sporting events scheduled for 
next year.  

 
 

3.5. Programme of seasonal events 
Drawing inspiration from the wider calendar of national and borough-wide events, we will prepare a 
programme of seasonal activities, which could include: 

 A Christmas tree switch on event 
 A winter festival to bring together schools, community groups and residents of all ages for an 

afternoon of singing, musical entertainment, and refreshments. This could be the culmination of 
weeks of festive arts and crafts sessions hosted by the Regeneration team with schools and 
community groups. 

 A summer outdoor cinema on Downshire field 
 A Harvest Festival involving food stalls, competitions, games and local business and community 

stalls  

 

Will these proposed activities meet our objectives? 
 Collaborative working 
 Focus on environmental themes 
 Support for community-led initiatives and activities 
 Move away from formal consultation events and meetings 
 A programme of inspiring and engaging creative activities 
 Support for and increased interaction with existing groups 
 Activities to involve those who may face obstacles 
 Draw inspiration from the wider calendar of events and initiatives 
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4. Age Well 
 

Key opportunities 
 Encouraging older people to increase their 

knowledge, develop new interests and embrace 
technology 

 Provide activities and opportunities for people to 
be active, maintain mobility and confidence 

 Build mutually-beneficial relationships across 
generations – sharing knowledge, devoting 
attention, giving purpose  

 Bring nature and activity to the doorstep of these 
who face obstacles 

 Help prevent loneliness and improve mental 
health 

4.1. Re-engaging with existing groups 
The Regeneration team will support existing activities arranged for, or popular with, older members of the 
population, including: 

 Roehampton Shed - we could support activities such as the building of planters and hedgehog 
homes (in partnership with SW15 Hedgehogs). 

 The Over 60s café - we could provide information about local wildlife populations and encourage 
wildlife watching and monitoring 

 Knit and Natter - where materials can be donated, and items can be made for a variety of causes 
 Regenerate-RISE – we can engage with their members who are residents of the estate to create 

opportunities for mutual support  

4.2. Activities to address the needs of older people 
 With the Wandsworth Joint Strategic Needs Assessment (JSNA) reporting that one in five older 

people are on low incomes, we could organise regular coffee mornings, lunches or afternoon tea 
sessions and provide information to attendees on topics of interest, such as local heritage, 
recycling, and energy saving 

 With the Wandsworth JSNA reporting that one in four victims of recorded fraud are aged 65 or over, 
we could run information sessions for older residents on for example bogus callers and fraud 
prevention 

 With approximately 440 people over the age of 65 living alone in Roehampton (which is 
approximately 49% of the older population and 12% all households of any age), we can arrange 
events and activities that are designed to combat loneliness and boost mental health    

 We can also respond to the results of Age Well Roehampton’s participatory needs assessment by 
focusing on activities that older residents identify as being important to their overall independence, 
health and well-being 

4.3. Covid-secure engagement 
Covid-secure activities and methods of engagement are particularly important for elderly or vulnerable 
members of the population whose movements may still be restricted for some time. Our events will comply 
with current and evolving guidance relating to social distancing and group sizes. Activities appropriate for 
those who are continuing to shield, or socialise with caution, could include: 
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 Use of technology to host virtual tea parties and events e.g. virtual Bingo could be hosted by the 

Mayor of Wandsworth and delivered through the council’s webcasting software. The events could 
feature entertainment by local children and groups 

 Entertainment that could be viewed from within the confines of homes or front gardens e.g. socially 
distanced tutorials by gardening experts 

 Street exhibitions and art (e.g. 3D chalk art on pavements) which could be viewed from different 
perspectives 

 Street performances and music 
 Encouraging local children to write letters and stories and prepare artwork for older members of the 

community   
 
The Regeneration team will also support existing groups who have been impacted by the pandemic. We 
propose to help them re-establish their activities safely. Our ideas include offering groups temporary use of 
vacant spaces at Portswood Place – when they are not being used for other creative, cultural or 
engagement sessions. 
 

Will these proposed activities meet our objectives? 
 Collaborative working 
 Support for community-led initiatives and activities 
 Move away from formal consultation events and meetings 
 A programme of inspiring and engaging creative activities 
 Support for and increased interaction with existing groups 
 Activities to involve those who may face obstacles 
 Draw inspiration from the wider calendar of events and initiatives 
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Background 
In November 2020, we published a Community Engagement Strategy following our review of community engagement. All 
members of the Roehampton Partnership, together with other stakeholders and groups, were asked for their comments on 
future engagement arrangements relating to the regeneration of the Alton.  

Our vision 
To harness existing community spirit, encourage people of all ages to celebrate the Alton’s many positive features, improve 
community cohesion and boost wellbeing. We want to involve local people in the development of The Alton, to ensure it is well 
used, appreciated, enjoyed, and respected. 

Our objectives 
Headline What do we mean? 

Collaborative working Working collaboratively with other council departments and organisations to ensure our engagement activities are aligned to 
identified priorities. 

Support health and wellbeing Support the health and wellbeing needs of local communities. 

Environmental focus Focus activities around environmental themes including recycling and the outdoors. 

Creative and engaging Support a programme of inspiring and engaging creative activities, involving existing cultural groups and creative individuals. 

Offer clear benefits Move away from formal consultation events and meetings to focus on grassroots engagement, where the benefits of 
participation are clear. 

Community-led Encourage and provide greater support for community-led initiatives and activities. 

Relationship building Increase interaction with, and support for, existing community groups. 

Develop interests and skills Help to develop existing local skills, interests and talents. 

Inclusive and accessible Encourage the involvement of those who are traditionally less likely to interact, or who may face obstacles. 

Have wider relevance Draw inspiration from the calendar of national events and initiatives, so that local events reflect national and global priorities. 
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“In over 25 years of staring out of our window 
and looking at a rundown area of the estate, 
we finally have something very eye catching, 
welcoming, clean and modern to look at. It has 
brought life into an area, that the shops and 
community will thrive on.” 
Hayden Harbud, Heanens Wholesale Meats, 
Petersfield Rise 

 

“The new premises have transformed the offer 
of the Shed. The larger space and better 
configuration massively expand the 
opportunities of what we can do. Our vision for 
the long-term is to create a whole repair shop 
movement – showing people how to make and 
mend things themselves.” 
Philip Benton, Roehampton Shed Management 
Committee  

“This is great! So creative & educational. Hope 
you can keep the project going. Great for the 
local community.” Anonymous participant at 
the Kids Recycled Art workshops. 

"Completely new experience for me and I want 
more" "Wow! That was incredible" "Amazing! 
Brilliant" "Experiences like this one are needed" 
"I would stay here forever. Seriously, this is 
unreal. I'm speechless"  
Audience quotes about @codadance Digital 
Dance Experience 

"It was a good laugh, thoroughly enjoyed and 
well organised. Perfect for coming out of 
lockdown. I can't wait for the next one" 
Sandra speaking about “Rock Around the 
Clock” 

“We have all activities here for women - around 
fitness, health, mental health and fun activities. 
There’s also good advice on how to get jobs 
and access education. It’s all about 
empowering women” 
Vicky Piggot speaking about the Roehampton 
Women’s Inspirational Event 

Key principles at the heart of all our activities 
Using the feedback provided by the local community, we applied four key principles to all our engagement activities to help 
ensure: 

• All activities are INCLUSIVE and are designed to be fun, informal, accessible, and convenient for participants 

• We are COLLABORATIVE and are working with residents and other organisations to coordinate our approach and share resources 

• We are RESPONSIVE, realising your ideas, listening to your feedback, and learning from our experiences 

• Activities are MEANINGFUL and relevant, helping to address needs, align with local priorities, and support wellbeing 

We have also been listening very carefully to the feedback we’ve been given, to help shape engagement activities for the future. 
 
   

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

“So nice to see a creative hub for youngsters 
especially one using recycled materials. Look 
forward to seeing what’s next.” Anonymous 
participant at the Kids Recycled Art 
workshops. 

"It’s great there are no walls because that 
means there are no barriers" 
Comment overheard from a young visitor to the 
outdoor gallery on Danebury Avenue 

"It feels like there is a real buzz on the estate 
with lots going on now" 
Comment made by one of the “Spice of Life” 
Caribbean Party attendees. 
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Engagement Categories 
We have chosen to arrange our proposed engagement activities into the four categories set out in the Wandsworth Joint 
Strategic Needs Assessment, which identifies the needs of the population. These categories and sub-themes remain constant 
and pivotal in informing our future projects and engagement ideas. A wide programme of work is already in operation to address 
the identified needs of the population. Our Engagement Action Plan aims to support this programme as set out below.  
 

 

Place 
The quality of places makes a valuable contribution to the health and wellbeing of communities. The Alton regeneration will 
deliver well-designed homes for existing and new residents, two new community centres with wide ranging facilities, public 
realm improvements and a better-connected estate with improved links and pedestrian and cycle routes. Overall, the 
regeneration will make the Alton a place where people of all ages want to live, work and spend time. 
 
Through the Engagement Action Plan, we will continue to involve the community in the development of the Alton. Many of 
the activities we arrange can be aligned with and relate to wider initiatives and campaigns. Activities that have taken place so 
far have: 

• promoted the re-use and recycling of materials e.g. the re-use of window panels to create the award-winning “Panel 
of Art” on Danebury Avenue 

• celebrated the historic environment e.g. the celebration of the Downshire Field bull’s 60th birthday 
• connected people with nature e.g. seed bomb making workshop to encourage pollinators 
• encouraged community gardening, with the establishment of a new “Alton Greened” gardening group  
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Start Well 
What happens in pregnancy, childhood and adolescence, impacts on physical and emotional health all the way through to 
adulthood. Patterns of healthy behaviours are often established early in life through education and what is observed at home 
in the family, and childhood outcomes can function as indicators of later health problems. Younger adults can be more prone 
to risk-taking behaviour, with tobacco use and binge drinking generally being associated with this group.  
 
Through the Engagement Action Plan, we will help young people to develop interests, widen their horizons and realise their 
potential. The activities we arrange help to identify, support and encourage skills and talents. We encourage healthy activities 
and patterns and aim the reduce the likelihood of risky behaviours. We seek to improve mental wellbeing and build mutually-
beneficial relationships across generations. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Live Well  
Our social environment has an impact on what we do both directly, through our opportunities and the availability of 
resources, and indirectly, through associated stresses and pressures. The causal chain leading to long-term conditions is 
complex. The impact of a person’s social and environmental surroundings, including employment and housing, and factors 
such as loneliness and isolation influence the uptake of unhealthy behaviours. Unhealthy behaviours and exposures go on to 
account for a high proportion of disease. The subsequent impact of poor health and mental wellbeing results in huge costs to 
the individual, the economy, and the health and social care system. 
 
Through the Engagement Action Plan, we provide opportunities for people to improve their health, fitness and mental 
wellbeing. Many of our activities encourage a greater appreciation of the outdoors and the opportunities offered by green 
spaces on the Alton. We have worked with the local community to ensure that new and improved spaces are used and 
enjoyed. We also encourage, recognise and reward acts of kindness in the community and seek to improve community 
cohesion. 
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Age Well 
The accumulated impact of behaviours and exposures earlier in life, combined with functional decline lead to increased levels 
of disease in older people. 
 
Through the Engagement Action Plan, we are working to prevent loneliness and improve mental health. Our activities provide 
opportunities for people to be active and maintain mobility and confidence. We have also made art and culture more 
accessible to older people, bringing art and theatre to the Alton. Members of the Regeneration Team have also increased 
their visibility at the Alton, using an information stand and notice boards to help ensure that residents are aware of events 
and activities.    
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Notable actions have included 
• The installation of a Christmas tree and lights on 

Danebury Avenue, with a tree pit put in place for 
future trees, at the request of residents 

• The production of Roehampton’s own 2020 
version of the 12 Days of Christmas featuring 
Alton residents 

• The appointment of our new Community 
Engagement and Cultural Coordinator, Jo 
Baxter, on 1st March 2021 

• Improvements to the paving and landscaping 
outside the retail parade on Petersfield Rise 

• A “makeover” – featuring new play graphics, 
planters, lighting, and a mural – to an area of 
open space on Harbridge Avenue which 
residents have renamed Harbridge Square 

• The set-up of a text message distribution list so 
that residents can receive news and event 
information relating to the Alton Regeneration quickly and 
directly 

• The formation of a new group of green-fingered residents, 
called “Alton Greened” who are keen to get involved with 
community gardening 

• Creation of the pop-up “Panel of Art” outdoor gallery on 
Danebury Avenue (Winner of a Wandsworth Arts Fringe 
Audience Choice Award 2021) 

• The installation of new community notice boards on the pop-
up gallery at Danebury Ave, outside the Activity Centre at 
Harbridge Ave & Portswood Place in response to discussions 
with residents about the need for better communication about 
events and activities 
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Review of activities to date 
 

 

What? Witley Point opening 

A socially-distanced opening event featuring mural painting, daffodil planting and 
the construction of a bug hotel to encourage wildlife. 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team working with Heathmere School 

Target audience Children from Heathmere School 

Engagement Category Start Well + Place 

When? October 2020 

Objective check  Support health and wellbeing 
 Environmental focus 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

A celebration of the transformation of the Witley Point Multi-Use Games Area to 
help mark its completion and advertise the facility to local children and families. 
Introduction of Estate Art and environmental themes. 

Results Helping to make the Witley Point MUGA a well-loved and well-used space. 
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What? The Roehampton Community Shed 

Transformation of a disused retail unit in Portswood Place to create more space 
for the Roehampton Shed and allow socially-distanced working. 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team working with Age UK’s Roehampton Shed team 

Target audience Older people 

Engagement Category Age Well 

When? October 2020 

Objective check  Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

A Covid-19 and community wellbeing initiative to engage, entertain and increase 
positivity during the lock down period. 

Results Transformation of a disused retail unit and provision of more space for creative 
activities.  
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What? Alton Christmas tree and Christmas events 

Installation of the town centre’s first Christmas tree and the creation of a 
permanent tree pit – in response to residents’ requests for a Christmas tree in 
this location. A series of festive activities was also arranged including craft 
decoration making sessions.  

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team and the Economic Development Office 

Target audience For the enjoyment of the whole community, with festive events arranged to suit 
different age groups 

Engagement Category Place + Start Well + Live Well + Age Well 

When? 7th December 2020 

Objective check  Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

A Covid-19 and community wellbeing initiative to engage, entertain and increase 
positivity during the lock down period. 

Results Engaging members of the community. Helping to improve the visual appearance 
of the estate with decorations hung in shops cafés and other community hubs. 
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What? Alt. Vibes!  

Online performances featuring members of the London Samba School and the 
Second Line Band from the World Heart Beat Music Academy. 

Ahead of the online performances, free online carnival samba classes were held 
for people of all abilities. 

Organisers Joint initiative between Alton Regeneration Team and Roehampton University 

Target audience People of all ages and abilities 

Engagement Category Live Well + Age Well 

When? 26th February, 5th, 12th & 19th March 2021 and Saturday 20th March 2021. The 
online performances are available to view on YouTube. 

Objective check  Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

A Covid-19 and community wellbeing initiative to engage, entertain and increase 
positivity during the lock down period. 

Results Four well-attended samba classes. The online performances have been viewed 
almost 1,000 times on YouTube. 
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What? Supporting and Promoting Little Village Roehampton 

Organisers Little Village Roehampton with support from Alton Regeneration Team 

Target audience People looking for volunteering opportunities and those wanting to help families 
in Roehampton. 

Engagement Category Start Well 

When? March – May 2021. 

Objective check  Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Generation of support for local families and identification of possible volunteers. 

Results Many donations of toys received and delivered to Little Village. 
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What? Seed Bomb Making Workshop 

Making, decorating and planting seed bombs around the tree pits on Harbridge 
Avenue. The event was organised in response to feedback about the appearance 
of Harbridge Avenue. 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team 

Target audience A family activity for people on Harbridge Avenue 

Engagement 
Category 

Place + Start Well + Live Well + Age Well 

When? 2nd June 2021 

Objective check 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Encouraging people to take an interest in nature, tend to seeds and watch them 
grow. Providing vital resources to support a wide range of insects. A fun, creative 
half-term holiday activity to boost mental health and wellbeing. Opportunity to 
brighten up the area and bring nature to people’s doorsteps. 

Results Provided an opportunity to connect people who have an interest in gardening. 
More growing/gardening events are planned to build upon the success of this 
event. Planters and hanging baskets now provided in what the residents now call 
“Harbridge Square”. 
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What? Kids’ Recycled Art 

Art workshops inspired by African traditions of recycled art using materials we 
discard every day. 

Organisers Ubuntu Museum with support from the Alton Regeneration Team 

Target audience Children from 6+ and their families 

Engagement Category Place + Start Well 

When? 20th March - 1st May and 10th-11th July 2021. 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Encourage the reuse and recycling of discarded materials. Encourage creativity 
and boost skills. Improve mental health and wellbeing.  

Results At least 20 kits were given out during every session during Community Week. 
More than 60 kits given out when in-person events were able to restart. 
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What? Panel of Art 

Creation of a pop-up art gallery on Danebury Avenue, in direct response to 
resident feedback about the drab appearance of this part of the Avenue. 

Organisers Estate Art in Roehampton and Alton Regeneration Team 

Target audience Local artists and for the enjoyment of anyone who lives or spends time in the 
area. Aligns with the “Place” method of addressing local needs. 

Engagement Category Place + Start Well + Live Well + Age Well 

When? From 5th July 2021. 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Encourage the reuse and recycling of discarded materials. Encourage creativity 
and boost skills. Improve mental health and wellbeing. Provide access to cultural 
activities in Roehampton, encouraging cultural diversity and engagement in local 
arts. Accessible for everyone to enjoy, 24-hours a day, 7 days a week. Improve 
the visual appearance of site hoardings in place on Danebury Avenue. 

Results The “Panel of Art” outdoor gallery has become a much loved and talked about 
centre piece of the estate. The gallery won a Wandsworth Arts Fringe Audience 
Choice Award in 2021. 
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What? Roehampton Community Week 

A community-led initiative involving a week-long series of community projects 
and events across the area. 

Organisers Roehampton Response Network which included the following organisations: 
Alton Regeneration Team, Citizens Advice Wandsworth, Estate Art in 
Roehampton, The Putney Society, Rackets Cubed, Regenerate, Roehampton 
Methodist Church, Roehampton Rocks, Ubuntu Museum. 

Target audience Designed to suit people of all ages, abilities, and interests. 

Engagement Category Place + Start Well + Live Well + Age Well 

When? 5th July – 11th July 2021. 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Bring people together and improve our community. 

Results With many events led by the Regeneration Team, Roehampton Community 
Week was a great success with: 37 community events in 7 days; 1,800 total 
attendees; 48 organisations, schools, groups and residents involved; 3 
refurbished communal spaces; 1 outdoor art gallery. 
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What? CoDa Dance Digital Dance Experience 

A dance company which specialises in working with people with neurological 
conditions and uses the most cutting edge ways of making dance. 

Organisers CoDa Dance Company working with Alton Regeneration Team 

Target audience People over the age of 8. 

Engagement Category Start Well + Live Well + Age Well 

When? 6th & 7th July 2021. 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Enabling people to make digital artwork with their bodies and learn new skills. 
Telling the stories of people affected by neurological conditions. 

Results Received a large amount of positive feedback, prompting further discussions 
with Roehampton University’s dance department to plan more dance and art 
activities for the Alton. 
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What? Wandsworth Arts Fringe 

An open access arts festival. Promotion of the WAF programme for 2021. 

Organisers WAF team and Alton Regeneration Team 

Target audience Open access arts festival to appeal to anyone with an interest in the arts 

Engagement Category Place + Start Well + Live Well + Age Well 

When? From 25th June – 11th July 2021. 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Encouraging cultural diversity and engagement in local arts. Improve mental 
health and wellbeing. 

Results There were a number of Roehampton-specific events during the Fringe and the 
pop-up “Panel of Art” was awarded an audience choice award 2021. 
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What? Harbridge Square Community Space Opening 

Celebrating the opening of a new space for families and local residents on 
Harbridge Avenue. This new space was created in response to resident appeals 
for more outdoor play spaces to be made available to young people. Residents 
were asked what improvements they wanted to see and the Regeneration team 
helped to deliver a colourful makeover. 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team 

Target audience A family activity for people on Harbridge Avenue and from the wider community. 
Aligns with the “Place” method of addressing local needs. 

Engagement 
Category 

Place + Start Well + Live Well + Age Well 

When? 7th July 2021. 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Creation of a new, more interesting and engaging space for local residents. 
Improve mental and physical health and wellbeing.  

Results The area has been renamed “Harbridge Square” by local residents who are taking 
pride in the space. 
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What? Roehampton Resounded 

Artists installation with sound, art, video and improvised music. 

Organisers Resident artists and creatives working with Alton Regeneration Team 

Target audience Open to anyone with an interest in the arts or the estate 

Engagement Category Place + Live Well + Age Well 

When? 7th and 8th August 2021 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Encouraging cultural diversity and engagement in local arts. Improve mental 
health and wellbeing. 

Results A very well attended event that the organisers plan to put on again. 
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What? Rock Around the Clock 

Free comic musical theatre for residents of the Alton aged 60+ along with 
friends, family, or carers. 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team and the Rah Rah Theatre Company, supported using 
funding by Arts Council England. 

Target audience 60+ residents and their families, friends or carers. 

Engagement Category Age Well 

When? 11th August 2021. 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Improve mental health and wellbeing. Engage people in the arts. 

Results For many residents this was their first event since lockdown was lifted. The 
residents were up laughing and dancing and have asked if we can book Rah 
Rah theatre to return again for their panto at Christmas. 
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What? Alton Greened 

Launch of Alton Greened – a new gardening group launched in direct response 
to resident feedback about how much they enjoyed other gardening events. The 
group started with a planting session at Hilsea Point and subsequently expanded 
their planting sessions into Medfield Street and Petersfield Rise. 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team working with “Alton Greened” the new community 
gardening group, using plants donated by the Wimbledon Foundation. 

Target audience Anyone with an interest in gardening.  

Engagement Category Place + Live Well + Age Well 

When? 12th August 2021. 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Improve mental and physical health and wellbeing. Make a positive contribution 
to the local environment. Support bees and other pollinators. 

Results Brings together residents who have an interest in gardening and the 
environment. Residents are taking great pride in their beautiful planters. 
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What? The Wagon of Dreams 

A live, interactive theatre show for children. 

Organisers Wandsworth Arts team, Alton Regeneration Team and Wagon of Dreams 

Target audience Children aged 3+ and their families.  

Engagement Category Place + Start Well 

When? 13th August 2021. 

Objective check  Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Improve mental health and wellbeing. Engaging children in the arts. 

Results 
Brought together generations of families for a fun and entertaining afternoon of 
theatre. 
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What? Happy Birthday Bull! 

A birthday party to celebrate the Alton bull turning 60! Guests enjoyed: games 
(including pass the parcel), crafts (producing some brilliantly painted bulls) and 
cake! 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team  

Target audience Open to everyone. Aligns with the “Place” method of addressing local needs. 

Engagement Category Place 

When? 19th August 2021 

Objective check  Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Helping people to celebrate the historic environment. 

Results Connecting people with one of the features on the estate and explaining some 
of the history. 
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What? Run, walk, scoot! 

Active event encouraging people to choose a route around the Alton, visiting all 
the community halls to receive a stamp before finishing and collecting a medal 
at the “Panel of Art” on Danebridge Avenue. 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team  

Target audience Open to everyone 

Engagement Category Place + Start Well + Live Well + Age Well 

When? 26th September 2021 

Objective check 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Encourage participation in healthy activities and raise awareness about some of 
the community facilities available locally. 

Results Over 60 participants completed the course – including three generations of one 
family and the youngest participant was just a few weeks old. A lot of the people 
who took part hadn’t realised that the Alton had so many community facilities 
and they have all said that they would like it to become an annual event, with an 
even longer course. 
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What? Information Stall 

Organised in response to resident requests for more information about 
what’s happening in the community, the information stall can be found next 
to the “Panel of Art” pop-up gallery on Danebury Avenue on Friday 
afternoons from 12-3pm. 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team  

Target audience Open to everyone 

Engagement Category Place + Start Well + Live Well + Age Well 

When? Friday afternoons from 12-3pm 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Share information with residents about community events. A Regeneration 
Team presence in the community for anyone who wants to meet, chat and 
ask questions. 

Results Has been praised by members of the local community who stop by for a 
chat and to find out what’s going on. 
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What? Spice of Life Caribbean Party 

Organised for over 55s to celebrate Black History Month. 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team and Manresa Sheltered Housing Officers  

Target audience 55+ residents and their families, friends and carers 

Engagement Category Age Well 

When? 23rd October 2021 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Inclusive and accessible 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Improve mental health and wellbeing. Engage residents with an international 
celebration of Black History 

Results Attended by a cross section of over 55s from the estate, including four of the 
sheltered housing schemes. Residents from 55-98-years-old attended and 
enjoyed themselves so much that the event finished an hour later than planned! 
Many residents had the opportunity to try dishes they had never had before, 
including jerk pork and chicken, goat curry and rum marinated red snapper. 
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What? Super Hero Puppet Making 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team  

Target audience Families looking for half-term activities 

Engagement Category Start Well 

When? 27th October 2021 

Objective check 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Creative and engaging 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

To show children in a fun way that any girl or boy can be anything they want to 
be – including a super hero 

Results A cross section of families from the estate enjoyed making puppets, whilst 
learning new skills including sewing. The children were able to choose which 
puppet they wanted to make from a choice of a BAME girl or boy and a white 
girl & boy. Most choose the BAME girl, with one boy saying she reminded him 
of his mum because she was pretty. 
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What? 100 Daffodils for Harbridge 

Daffodil planting around tree bases 

Organisers Alton Regeneration Team working with Alton Greened, using 4,000 additional 
crocus bulbs donated by the Putney Rotary Club 

Target audience Anyone interested in gardening and families looking for half-term activities 

Engagement Category Place + Start Well 

When? 28th October 2021 

Objective check 
 Collaborative working 
 Support health and wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Purpose and desired 
outcomes 

Following on from the successful planting around Harbridge Avenue, we 
sought horticultural advice and were advised to plant around tree bases on 
the estate. The Harbridge Avenue planting event aimed to encourage 
residents of all ages to take an interest in the area and to provide uplifting 
colour when the bulbs flower in Spring.  

Results A cross section of families from the estate and women from Ahmadiyya 
community joined in. In fact, so many people came along that we were short 
of spades, however the children took it in turns to dig and plant. 
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Our evolving programme 
Our programme of events is continuously evolving but we have identified some of the activities we are planning over the next 12 months. Given the nature of 
engagement, the programme does not attempt to map out a full list of activities, as further ideas and suggestions will be developed with the community as the year 
proceeds. This allows engagement to be flexible and responsive to the community’s needs. Please continue to share your ideas with us. 
 
What? Organiser Target Audience When? Objective check Purpose and desired outcomes 

Portswood Place mini 
makeover 

Alton Regeneration 
Team 

TBC November (date 
TBC) 

 Collaborative working 
 Support health and 

wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests 

and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Ongoing improvement to the 
local environment with colourful, 
uplifting creative arts influence. 
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What? Organiser Target Audience When? Objective check Purpose and desired outcomes 

Bessborough Road 
welcomes the first 
residents 

Alton Regeneration 
Team 

Bessborough Road 
residents 

5th November 
2021 
 
 

 Collaborative working 
 Support health and 

wellbeing 
 Environmental themes 
 Creative and engaging 
 Clear benefits 
 Community-led 
 Relationship building 
 Developing interests 

and skills 
 Inclusive and accessible 
 Wider relevance 

Opportunity for residents to 
meet each other and members 
of the area housing and regen 
teams. 
Get-together celebrating the 
completion of the new 
development. 
 

Lantern Parade TBC TBC 30th November 
2021 

TBC TBC 

Christmas Tree light 
switch on 

TBC TBC 30th November 
2021 

TBC TBC 

Christmas Market TBC TBC 11th December 
2021 

TBC TBC 

Rah Rah Theatre Panto TBC TBC December (date 
TBC) 

TBC TBC 

Making bee and bug 
hotels 

TBC TBC March 2022 TBC TBC 

 

Ongoing monitoring, listening, and learning 
We are already monitoring the success of engagement events by listening to residents, inviting feedback, and monitoring the turnout. Our events programme will 
respond to evolving needs and priorities, with activities organised in response to residents’ interests, requests and suggestions. We will update and publish an 
Engagement Action Plan – setting out our evolving objectives, principles and actions – at least once a year. 
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PAPER NO. 21-342 
 

WANDSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

HOUSING AND REGENERATION OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –  
17TH NOVEMBER 2021 

 
EXECUTIVE – 22ND NOVEMBER 2021 

 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration providing an update on Housing 

Services activity. 
 

 
GLOSSARY 
PLA - Private Leasing Arrangements 
PSL - Private Sector Leasing (scheme) 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
1. The Housing and Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny Committee are recommended 

to support the recommendations in paragraph 2.  If the Housing and Regeneration 
Overview and Scrutiny Committee approve any views, comments or recommendations 
on this report, these will be submitted to the Executive or the appropriate regulatory 

SUMMARY 
 

In July 2021 (Paper No. 21-140), the Council approved forecasts and performance 
targets for homelessness activity and a housing resources forecast of 1,097 dwellings 
becoming available from all sources for 2021/22. 
 
This report sets out the position at the end of September 2021 when temporary 
accommodation stood at 2,841 placements (compared with the start of year position of 
2,525 and to an end of year forecast of 2,841). At the same date, the overall supply of 
accommodation becoming available for letting was 101 properties behind forecast, with 
lettings across the housing queues also 101 lettings behind forecast.  
 
In view of the significant increase in the use of temporary accommodation during the 
year to the end of September, it is necessary to revise end of year forecast which are 
recommended for approval. 
  
The Director of Resources comments that the current net General Fund budget for 
direct homelessness related costs for 2021/22 is £6.22 million, which is currently 
underpinned by specific government grant support of £4.47 million.  Current year 
forecasts have been identifying growing pressures with projected overspends now 
approximately £1.2 million.  On current estimates the recommendation of the Director of 
Housing and Regeneration to revise the year end targets upwards will add a further 
£750,000 leaving an overall budget shortfall of around £2m in the current year.  It is 
proposed that this be taken account of as part of the development budget process when 
considerations in relation to the impact on budgets in future years will also need to be 
addressed. 
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and other committees for their consideration. 
 

2. The Executive is recommended to: - 
 

(a) approve the revised forecasts for temporary accommodation use for the reasons 
described in paragraphs 17 to 20 as shown in tables 1 and 2 below and;  
 

(b) note that the impact of the revised forecasts will result in an estimated budget 
shortfall in the current year of approximately £2m, with it being proposed to 
address this as part of the annual development budget process in January as 
well as considering the ongoing financial impact on future years as part of the 
same. 

 
HOMELESSNESS ACTIVITY 
 
3. In Paper No. 21-140, considered at meetings in June/July 2021, the Housing and 

Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny Committee, the Executive and the Council 
approved forecasts and performance targets concerning, amongst other matters, the 
Council’s duties to homeless households under Part VII of the Housing Act 1996 (as 
amended). The forecasts within that report anticipated (a) a significant increase in 
homelessness demand in 2021/22 and (b) a consequential significant increase in the 
overall use of temporary accommodation over the year.  
 

4. This has been borne out by events in the first six months of the year but with numbers 
increasing faster than forecast; as such revised higher end of year forecasts for the 
use of temporary accommodation are set out in paragraphs 17 to 20 below for 
consideration and approval.   
 

5. Appendix 1 covers the global temporary accommodation position, and it should be 
noted that references to “forecasts” within this paper reflect linear extrapolations 
compared to the projected year end position outlined in Paper No. 21-140 and, for 
reasons explained where relevant, may not accurately reflect the anticipated profile of 
in year activity. 

 
Homelessness demand and the assessment of cases 

 
6. Appendix 1 sets out the global temporary accommodation position across all 

categories of applicants assisted by Housing Services under the terms of the 
Homelessness Reduction Act. As at the end of September 2021, homeless cases in all 
forms of temporary accommodation numbered 2,841 in total, representing a net 
increase of 316 households from the end of March 2021 position against the 
previously approved original end of year forecast of 2,841. Within the total, 213 
households were either still in the accommodation they were at risk of homelessness 
from, or making their own arrangements for temporary accommodation, most often 
with family or friends, and were, therefore, at no current cost to the Council.  
 

7. The rise in temporary accommodation after six months notably includes that a higher 
incidence of cases presenting as homeless due to domestic abuse occurred, bearing 
out to an extent the reality that domestic abuse sadly increased during successive 
lockdowns and once restrictions began to ease, victims and survivors took the 
opportunity to escape that risk as well reflected that the ambit of the legislation was 
increased with effect from 1st April 2021, when the revised duties created by the 
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Domestic Abuse Act became effective. They gave automatic ‘priority need’ to anyone 
becoming homeless because of domestic abuse and, since their implementation, 
around 50 households have been accepted as being in priority need (and thus likely 
being owed the full homelessness duty).   
 

8. As yet, the additional latent demand caused by the near year long hiatus in evictions 
via the County Court has not manifested itself, but it is expected that homelessness 
from that source will increase over the coming months, noting that the courts will have 
a backlog to work through and that hearings will be mostly conducted virtually. 

 
Temporary accommodation and rehousing the homeless 

 
9. The use of bed and breakfast accommodation (as included in Appendix 1) at the end 

of September 2021 stood at 93 placements (all cases and household types) dropping 
from 148 placements at the end of March 2020 and slightly reduced from 100 at the 
start of 2021/22 and including 11 families with children in bed and breakfast as that 
date. 
 

10. As previously reported, the ‘suitability’ order, which ‘outlawed’ the use of bed and 
breakfast accommodation for families with children for longer than six weeks took 
effect in April 2004. There are limited exceptions to the terms of the order, for example 
cases remaining in bed and breakfast pending a review or appeal against a ‘no duty’ 
decision.  
 

11. There were no family households in bed and breakfast accommodation for longer than 
six weeks at the end of September 2021. 
 

12. Further, the Housing and Regeneration Department provides units of self-contained, 
leased temporary accommodation via an ‘in-house’ Private Sector Leasing (PSL) 
and/or Private Leasing Arrangements (PLA) schemes, with 801 units let and occupied 
as at the end of September 2021, as shown at Appendix 1 (an increase of 23 since the 
end of July). Further units are being sought from known landlords and lettings agents 
directly with strong interest in the schemes, which provides housing management by 
the Council and guaranteed rent through the lease term. 
 

13. However, in addition to the procurement of leased units and to minimise numbers of 
family cases in bed and breakfast (often located outside of the Borough), the number 
of ‘short life’ properties have been increased over the year thus far. These are 
properties within the Council’s general needs housing stock which, under existing 
delegated authority, may be used not as ‘permanent’ accommodation but rather as 
temporary accommodation on a non-secure tenancy basis. 

 
14. 431 such units were let and occupied on this basis at the end of September 2021. 

Additional units will be used in this way through the remainder of the year, as part of 
efforts to minimise and hopefully reduce further the use of bed and breakfast 
accommodation, as well as reducing some of the short-term pressure on General 
Fund budgets. 
 

15. In terms of the quality of temporary accommodation, with reference to Appendix 1, 
most placements are in accommodation that provides exclusive use of bathroom and 
kitchen facilities for the household; meaning they share those facilities with no-one 
outside of their household. It remains the case that the majority of temporary 
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accommodation placements are made within the borough, comparing favourably with 
other Inner London boroughs. As Members are aware, most occupants of temporary 
accommodation have security of tenure equivalent to those living in the private rented 
sector i.e. the council is only able to recover possession through due process of law by 
securing a possession order from the county court. 

 
Homelessness demand and rates of admission 

 
16. In the period April to September 2021, 593 households (all sizes) were admitted into 

temporary accommodation under a homelessness duty for the first time. In the same 
period, there were 506 true or ‘net’ admissions i.e. new placements into temporary 
accommodation minus departures from it during the same period. The level of net 
admission after six months is running significantly ahead of the full year forecast of 
797 net admissions even allowing for the 72 successful lettings within the private 
rented sector secured by the end of September 2021 under the Council’s rent 
deposit/homelessness prevention scheme. Whilst those results themselves are behind 
forecast, the team has been significantly affected by Covid-related staff shortages 
during quarter 2 and it is expected that performance will improve through the 
remainder of the year, noting significant interest by private sector landlords in the 
scheme. 
 
Revised forecasts for temporary accommodation use in 2021/22 

 
17. Accordingly, the original end of year forecast will not prove accurate and that the 

forecast requires revision. With hindsight, the original forecast was overly optimistic 
around both the quantum of new homelessness demand and the pace at which it 
would manifest itself to catch up with demand not seen during 2020/21.  
 

18. The Committee will recall that the original forecast for 2020/21 was for a net rise in 
numbers placed of +396 and that this was, in the wholly unpredictable events of the 
global Covid-19 pandemic, significantly suppressed last year by those events, so that 
the actual net rise seen was +94 placements. The original forecast for the current year 
was for a further rise of net +316 placements meaning that the original forecasts over 
the two year predicted a net rise of +712 placements. 
 

19. With hindsight and experience of the current year thus far, the original forecast for the 
year underestimated the extent to which latent demand deferred in the previous year 
would catch up with itself, which in combination with the truly new demand from 
victims and survivors of domestic abuse referenced above, has seen the sharp rise in 
temporary accommodation numbers by the end of September 2021 result. Revised 
forecasts for 2021/22 are set out for consideration, and approval, in the tables below: 
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Table 1: Revised Forecast temporary accommodation requirement to meet 
homeless 'interim' and 'main' duties 2021/22 
 

Homeless cases in temporary accommodation at 31st March 2021 
(including 175 households in referring accommodation) 

2,525 

Add – forecast intake during 2021/22 (net admissions)  1,123 

Sub Total 3,648 

Deduct – Forecast for ‘re-housings’ from all sources  
(398 social housing and 82 PRS offers)  

480 

Forecast total use of temporary accommodation as at 31st March 2022 3,168 

Deduct - Temporary housing in use at 31st March 2021 2,525 

Forecast – Net increase in temporary accommodation requirement during 
2021/22 

+643 

 
20. In terms of where homeless households are forecast to be accommodated and in the 

terms of the size and shape of the temporary accommodation portfolio, at the close of 
March 2022, it is recommended that the forecast(s) set out in the table below be 
approved. 

 
Table 2: Statutory homeless cases in temporary accommodation forecast 
2021/22 
 

 Homeless cases in 
short-term 

accommodation at 
31/3/2021 

Homeless cases in 
short-term 

accommodation at 
31/3/2022 

Council Leasing scheme (PSL) 749 952 

Nightingale Square 82 80 

COSTAs (Council) 328 320 

Council short-term 408 409 

Referrals to local hostels 4 5 

Other nightly paid accommodation 694 952 

Bed and breakfast including annexes 100 175 

Applicants in referring accommodation 176 275 

TOTAL 2,525 3,168 

Forecast increase in the use of short-
term accommodation during 2021/22 

 +643 

 
 Rough sleepers 

 
21. For their own health protection and in the wider interests of public health and 

subsequent to ‘lockdown number 1’ being introduced, the ask of local government was 
to accommodate all verified rough sleepers under what was called the ‘everyone in’ 
initiative. In Paper No. 20-179A, the Council’s recovery plan for trying to ensure that 
rough sleepers do not return to the streets was approved. 
 

22. On 30th September 2021, the Council was directly housing some 111 rough sleepers - 
a mix of those with multiple vulnerabilities combined with a lengthy history of 
homelessness and those recently made homeless with lesser vulnerabilities – and the 
department continues to work towards ensuring all are provided with an offer of 
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accommodation and/or support doing forwards. Details of funding secured for this 
purpose was set out in detail in Paper No. 21-140 and accommodation thus funded is 
now coming onstream.  

 
HOUSING RESOURCES AND COMMITMENTS 
 
23. In July 2021, the Council approved (Paper No. 21-140) both a housing ‘resources’ 

forecast of 1,097 dwellings becoming available from all sources during 2021/22 and a 
complementary housing ‘commitments’ forecast, or allocations plan, for the same year. 
The following paragraphs provide progress against both the 2021/22 resources 
forecast and the allocation plan after six months of the year, as well as the position 
relating to vacant properties. 
 

24. Appendix 2 compares the resources becoming available for letting at the end of 
September 2021 with the supply forecast. During April to September, 448 dwellings 
became available from all sources for letting against a full year forecast of 1,097 (41 
per cent of forecast resources at 50 per cent of the year).  
 

25. An analysis of the resources becoming available for letting compared with the year to 
end of September forecast shows the following: - 

 
(a) vacancies arising amongst the Council’s housing stock (320 actual against 372 

forecast) were 52 properties behind forecast;  
 
(b) vacancies arising within the housing association stock to which the Council has 

nomination rights (64 actual against 80 forecast) were 16 properties behind of 
forecast; and 

 
(c) vacancies arising within the mobility and private sectors (64 actual against 98 

forecast) were 34 properties behind of forecast. 
 

26. In summary, the forecast for the overall supply of accommodation becoming available 
from all sources (448 actual against 549 forecast) was behind the forecast approved in 
Paper No. 21-140 by 101 properties as at the end of September 2021. As detailed in 
the Appendices, the level of running voids is higher than in previous years due to slow 
down in the supply of materials and in contractor availability and therefore, as those 
pressures ease over the medium term, it is expected that the level of lettings will 
become closer to forecast. 
 

27. Appendix 3 compares allocations performance with the 2021/22 housing allocations 
plan agreed by Council in Paper No. 21-140. The Committee are asked to note that: - 

 
(a) during April to September 2021 448 dwellings became available for letting and 

were let against a full year forecast of 1,097 (41 per cent of resources at 50 per 
cent of the year); and 

 
(b) allocations to the homeless (all queues) were 76 properties behind the forecast, 

noting that lettings in these earlier months of the year have been focused on the 
tenant transfer queues, which are more or less at forecast, so as to stimulate 
churn within the stock thus releasing homes for offer to the non-transfer queues 
in the latter part of the year. The position in relation to homeless re-housings at 
the end of September 2021 is as follows: - 
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Queue Forecast allocation at Actual allocation at 
 30th Sept 2021 30th Sept 2021 

Homeless 222 146 

Older persons homeless 5 7 

Physically disabled homeless 2 2 

Mental health homeless  1 0 

Learning disability homeless 0 0 

Homeless resettlement 1 0 

Total  231 155 

 
28. In summary, lettings across the housing queues were 101 lettings behind the forecast 

approved in Paper No. 21-140 as at the end of the September 2021.  
 

29. Appendix 4 shows the position as at the end of September 2021 relating to vacant 
properties in the Council’s stock, noting the increased number of vacant homes for the 
reasons set out above. 

 
COMMENTS OF THE DIRECTOR OF RESOURCES 

 
30. The Director of Resources comments that the current net General Fund budget for 

direct homelessness related costs (including prevention but excluding rough sleepers) 
for 2021/22 is £6.22 million, which is currently underpinned by specific government 
grant support of £4.47 million (i.e. ‘controllable’ net budget is £10.69 million).  Changes 
to headline numbers for homeless cases will, in general, result in concurrent changes 
in costs to the General Fund, although the detailed impact depends on the general 
profile of clients, and the type and variable costs of accommodation available to the 
Council to meet their temporary needs.   
 

31. Whilst the possibility of significant additional pressures emerging through the year 
have been flagged in previous reports, partly as a result of numbers rebounding after a 
period of suppression through the periods of Covid lockdowns and partly potentially as 
a consequence of general increases linked to individual economic circumstances, 
there is now clear evidence that existing budgets are insufficient to contain the rising 
costs.  These costs are linked to both growing numbers, with demand substantially 
outstripping the availability of supply of permanent accommodation options, as well as 
growing arrears for which significant new provision for bad debts will need to be made.   
This is in addition to other factors highlighted within the report around domestic 
violence victims and the focus on rough sleepers which is also identifying individuals to 
whom the Council may owe a statutory duty, but previously might not have routinely 
come to the Council’s attention. 
 

32. Given the pre-existing growth in numbers during the first half of the year financial 
forecasts are already assuming a likely overspend of around £1.2 million within the 
core service, even whilst relying on the ability to bring back annual growth in numbers 
within the forecasts laid out in June 2021.  Current estimates are that the revised 
forecasts in paragraphs 19 and 20 will add approximately £750,000 to existing 
forecasts generating a projected total budget shortfall of approximately £2 million for 
the current year.   
 

33. It should be noted that under the Council’s Budget and Policy Framework Procedure 
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Rules if the forecast in-year overspend above the budgeted net expenditure for the 
services for which that committee has overview and scrutiny responsibility exceeds £1 
million for any year, a further report is required to consider actions to address the 
overspend.  The latest position shown above exceeds that reporting threshold.  It is 
proposed that this revised position be taken account of as part of the annual 
development budget process in January, which will give the benefit of more certainty 
around actuals and projections, as well as considering the ongoing financial impact on 
future years as part of the same. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
34. As set out above, homelessness demand has run faster than forecast in the first half of 

the financial year, prompting the need to re-set the forecasts as also detailed 
throughout this report. Trends in homelessness activity will continue to be closely 
monitored against those revised forecasts, if approved, and will be reported to future 
meetings of the Committee, as will the supply of accommodation becoming available 
for letting. 

 
 
 
The Town Hall BRIAN REILLY 
Wandsworth Director of Housing and Regeneration 
SW18 2PU  
  
8th November 2021  

 
Background Papers 
 
There are no background papers to this report. 
 
All reports to Overview and Scrutiny Committees, regulatory and other committees, the 
Executive and the full Council can be viewed on the Council’s website 
(www.wandsworth.gov.uk/moderngov) unless the report was published before May 2001, in 
which case the committee secretary (Thayyiba Shaah – 020 8871 6039; email 
tshaah@wandsworth.gov.uk) can supply if required. 
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TA Type TA Description Total
HAH HOMELESS AT HOME_NOT_ON_HR 1
HAH HOMELESS AT HOME_ON_HR 212
Z01 Nightingale Square 8
Z02 Nightingale Square self contained 62
Z03 Bed and Breakfast 93
Z04 Bed and Breakfast Annexe 9
Z05 LBW short life 431
Z06 COSTA 79
Z07 COSTA self contained 80
Z09 Supported hostels 3
Z36 PANGEA 1
Z38 Nightingale Square self contained double 6
Z40 PSL 690
Z42 Licensed self contained 891
Z43 COSTA-Out of borough 31
Z44 In borough acquired 133
Z45 PLA 111

2841

03 - Numbers in temp accom 
(WBC)

APPENDIX 1 TO PAPER NO. 21-342
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HOUSING RESOURCES 2020/21  SEPTEMBER 2021 -50% OF TARGET APPENDIX 2 TO PAPER NO. 21-342

Surplus/

1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4 Bed 5+ Bed TOTAL 1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4 Bed 5+ Bed TOTAL 1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4 Bed 5+ Bed TOTAL Shortfall

COUNCIL PROPERTIES all in month

Casual vacancies - general needs properties 123 82 55 27 0 287 46 42 10 7 0 105 37% 51% 18% 26% 0% 37% -39

Casual vacancies - sheltered properties 64 1 0 0 0 65 43 2 0 0 0 45 67% 200% 0% 0% 0% 69% 13

Developments - Hidden Homes and conversions (general needs properties - not suitable for wheelchair users) 36 36 11 1 0 84 28 18 0 0 0 46 78% 50% 0% 0% 0% 55% 4

Developments - Hidden Homes and conversions (general needs properties - suitable for wheelchair users) 1 2 0 0 0 3 1 5 0 0 0 6 100% 250% 0% 0% 0% 200% 5

Vacancies resulting from transfers (including mobility transfers) - general needs properties 106 73 15 11 0 205 24 26 18 5 1 74 23% 36% 120% 45% 0% 36% -29

Vacancies resulting from transfers (including mobility transfers) - sheltered properties 5 0 0 0 0 5 4 0 0 0 0 4 80% 0% 0% 0% 0% 80% 2

Vacancies resulting from tenant purchasing with assistance from the Home Ownership Team 8 30 16 5 1 60 1 4 3 3 0 11 13% 13% 19% 60% 0% 18% -19

Sale returns 0 0 0 1 1 2 0 0 3 0 3 6 0% 0% 0% 0% 300% 300% 5

Auction Replacements 2 17 10 2 1 32 3 8 9 2 1 23 150% 47% 90% 100% 100% 72% 7

sub total 345 241 107 47 3 743 150 105 43 17 5 320 43% 44% 40% 36% 167% 43% -52

HOUSING ASSOCIATION PROPERTIES 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Casual vacancies / vacancies resulting from transfers (including mobility transfers) - general needs properties 71 29 20 0 0 120 25 16 6 0 0 47 35% 55% 30% 0% 0% 39% -13

Vacancies resulting from tenant purchasing with assistance from the Home Ownership Team 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Development - in Borough - general needs properties - not suitable for wheelchair users 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Development - in Borough - general needs properties - suitable for wheelchair users 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1

Development - out of Borough - general needs properties 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Casual vacancies / vacancies resulting from transfers (including mobility transfers) - sheltered properties 37 2 0 0 0 39 16 0 0 0 0 16 43% 0% 0% 0% 0% 41% -4

sub total 108 31 20 0 0 159 41 17 6 0 0 64 38% 55% 30% 0% 0% 40% -16

Council and Housing Association Total 453 272 127 47 3 902 191 122 49 17 5 384 42% 45% 39% 36% 167% 43% -67

OUT OF BOROUGH / PRIVATE RENTED 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Out of Borough properties available through the Pan London Mobility Scheme - general needs properties 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Out of Borough properties available through the Pan London Mobility Scheme - sheltered properties 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Properties made available through the Council's Out of Borough Scheme 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Private sector properties made available to applicants who are homeless or threatened with homelessness 85 64 35 11 0 195 40 15 6 3 0 64 47% 23% 17% 27% 0% 33% -34

sub total 85 64 35 11 0 195 40 15 6 3 0 64 47% 23% 17% 27% 0% 33% -34

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

GRAND TOTAL RESOURCES 538 336 162 58 3 1,097 231 137 55 20 5 448 43% 41% 34% 34% 167% 41% -101

Forecast Housing Resources 2021/22 Actual Housing Resources 2021/22 % of Forecast Achieved 
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LETTINGS ACTIVITY 2020/21 -SEPTEMBER 2021 50% OF TARGET APPENDIX 3 TO PAPER NO. 21-342

LETTINGS QUEUES Surplus/

1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4 Bed 5+ Bed Total 1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4 Bed 5+ Bed Total 1 Bed 2 Bed 3 Bed 4 Bed 5+ Bed Total Shortfall

General Needs Queue in a month

Priority rehousing 0 0 0 0 0 0 12 3 1 0 0 16 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 16

New Generation Scheme 0 28 0 0 0 28 0 26 0 0 0 26 0% 93% 0% 0% 0% 93% 12

Underoccupation transfers (RSL tenants allocated by Wandsworth) 3 2 0 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 2 67% 0% 0% 0% 0% 40% -1

Underoccupation transfers (RSL tenants allocated via Pan London Mobility Scheme) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Other transfers (RSL tenants allocated via Pan London Mobility Scheme) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Armed Forces Scheme 3 2 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% -3

Housing Into Work Scheme 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Other applicants 29 2 2 0 0 33 19 0 1 0 0 20 66% 0% 50% 0% 0% 61% 4

Prevention of Homelessness (Private Rented Sector) 46 33 18 4 0 101 7 2 4 0 0 13 15% 6% 22% 0% 0% 13% -38

Prevention of Homelessness (Part VI offer to council or Housing Assoc) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

sub total 81 67 21 4 0 173 40 31 6 0 0 77 49% 46% 29% 0% 0% 45% -10

Homeless Queue

Priority rehousing 1 7 3 0 0 11 3 3 1 1 0 8 300% 43% 33% 0% 0% 73% 3

Relief of Homelessness (Private Rented Sector) 39 31 17 7 0 94 32 11 1 2 0 46 82% 35% 6% 29% 0% 49% -1

Relief of Homelessness (Part VI offer to council or Housing Assoc) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Other applicants 153 82 63 28 2 328 19 42 22 7 2 92 12% 51% 35% 25% 100% 28% -72

sub total 193 120 83 35 2 433 54 56 24 10 2 146 28% 47% 29% 29% 100% 34% -71

Transfer Queue

Priority rehousing 2 1 1 1 0 5 0 0 1 0 0 1 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 20% -2

Other transfers  (allocated by Wandsworth) 10 60 30 6 0 106 0 5 16 3 3 27 0% 8% 53% 50% 0% 25% -26

Other transfers (allocated via Pan London Mobility Scheme) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

sub total 12 61 31 7 0 111 0 5 17 3 3 28 0% 8% 55% 43% 0% 25% -28

Council Interest Queue

Underoccupation transfers (allocated by Wandsworth) 25 10 8 0 0 43 10 5 0 1 0 16 40% 50% 0% 0% 0% 37% -6

Underoccupation transfers (allocated via Pan London Mobility Scheme) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Essential repair transfers 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 0 2 1 0 4 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 200% 3

Management transfers 26 32 6 8 0 72 8 17 4 3 0 32 31% 53% 67% 38% 0% 44% -4

Regeneration Decants 29 27 6 1 0 63 20 15 2 1 0 38 69% 56% 33% 100% 0% 60% 7

sub total 80 71 20 9 0 180 39 37 8 6 0 90 49% 52% 40% 67% 0% 50% 0

Older Persons Housing Queue

Homeless applicants 10 0 0 0 0 10 7 0 0 0 0 7 70% 0% 0% 0% 0% 70% 2

Priority rehousing - tenants 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Underoccupation transfers (WBC & RSL tenants allocated by Wandsworth) 5 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 3 60% 0% 0% 0% 0% 60% 1

Underoccupation transfers (WBC & RSL tenants allocated via Pan London Mobility Scheme) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Other transfers  (allocated by Wandsworth) 9 0 0 0 0 9 10 0 0 0 0 10 111% 0% 0% 0% 0% 111% 6

Other transfers (allocated via Pan London Mobility Scheme) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Priority rehousing - applicants 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1

Prevention of Homelessness (Part VI offer to council or Housing Assoc) 51 1 0 0 0 52 15 0 0 0 0 15 29% 0% 0% 0% 0% 29% -11

Relief of Homelessness (Part VI offer to council or Housing Assoc) 1 0 0 0 0 1 4 0 0 0 0 4 400% 0% 0% 0% 0% 400% 4

Other applicants 24 0 0 0 0 24 23 2 0 0 0 25 96% 0% 0% 0% 0% 104% 13

sub total 100 1 0 0 0 101 63 2 0 0 0 65 63% 200% 0% 0% 0% 64% 15

Physical Disability Queue

Homeless applicants 1 2 0 1 0 4 0 2 0 0 0 2 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 50% 0

Priority rehousing - tenants 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Underoccupation transfers (WBC & RSL tenants allocated by Wandsworth) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1

Other transfers 0 1 0 0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 1

Priority rehousing - applicants 1 1 0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 0 2 100% 100% 0% 0% 0% 100% 1

Other applicants 0 2 2 0 0 4 1 1 0 0 0 2 0% 50% 0% 0% 0% 50% 0

sub total 2 6 2 1 1 12 4 5 0 0 0 9 200% 83% 0% 0% 0% 75% 3

Supported Housing Queue

Priority rehousing - applicants 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Priority rehousing - tenants 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Mental health (homeless) 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% -1

Mental health (tenant) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Mental health (applicant) 18 0 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% -9

Learning disabilities (homeless) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Learning disabilities (tenant) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

Learning disabilities (applicant) 5 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% -3

Resettlement (homeless) 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% -2

Resettlement (other) 5 0 0 0 0 5 3 0 0 0 0 3 60% 0% 0% 0% 0% 60% 1

sub total 59 3 0 0 0 62 17 0 0 0 0 17 29% 0% 0% 0% 0% 27% -14

Social Care Queue

Priority rehousing - applicant 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 1

Priority rehousing - tenant 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% -1

Care leavers 10 4 0 0 0 14 11 1 0 0 0 12 110% 25% 0% 0% 0% 86% 5

Fostering / child protection (tenants) 0 2 3 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% -3

Fostering / child protection (applicants) 1 1 2 1 0 5 0 0 0 1 0 1 0% 0% 0% 100% 0% 20% -2

sub total 11 7 5 2 0 25 12 1 0 1 0 14 109% 14% 0% 50% 0% 56% 2

Pan London Mobility Scheme (social housing tenants from other London boroughs)

Applicants allocated general needs housing by Wandsworth 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2

Applicants allocated sheltered housing by Wandsworth 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0

sub total 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 2 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2

GRAND TOTAL LETTINGS 538 336 162 58 3 1,097 231 137 55 20 5 448 43% 41% 34% 34% 167% 41% -101

2021/2022 Forecast 2021/22 Actual % Forecast Achieved  
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APPENDIX 4 TO PAPER NO. 21-342

8 (4) 16 (7) 4 (3) 11 (5) 39 (19)

10 (9) 12 (3) 7 (2) 12 (7) 41 (21)

3 (2) 6 (2) 6 (1) 13 (10) 28 (16)

9 (7) 6 (2) 8 (1) 8 (0) 31 (10)

4 (3) 8 (3) 2 (1) 5 (3) 19 (9)

2 (1) 5 (0) 3 (1) 3 (2) 13 (7)

9 (7) 19 (1) 17 (4) 13 (1) 58 (12)

45 (33) 72 (18) 47 (13) 65 (28) 229 (94)

GRAND TOTAL 48 (33) 74 (18) 61 (13) 68 (28) 251 (94)

( not included in above )

Unauthorised Occupants

( not included in above ) 14 27 13 10 64

TOTAL

Squatted

0 0 0 0 0

22

Part occupied 0 0 0 0 0

sub total 3 2 14 3

0

Sheltered Decant relet type BW 0 0 0 0 0

other Decant relet type BD 0 0 0 0

9( with DoH ) relet type SA

Individual Sales

3 2 5 3 13( with DoA ) relet type SA

Individual Sales

0 0 9 0

Vacancies

Under one month

Under two months

Under three months

Under four months

Under five months

Under six months

Six months or more

sub total

Reasons (58) for properties being vacant for six months or more are:  3 Disabled adaptations 46x MajorWorks , 1 x Demolish .  1 New build. 7 

no reason given

Other Vacancies TOTAL Other

Period Vacant

VACANT PROPERTIES

This tableshows the position relating to all vacancies within the Council's housing stock at 30-SEP-2021. Running 

Vacs are those requiring work prior to reletting.  The figures in (  ) identify the number of vacancies that are 

available for reletting.

Running Vacancies HMS HMS HMS HMS TOTAL Running

Central Eastern Southern Western Vacancies
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PAPER NO. 21-343 
 

WANDSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 

HOUSING AND REGENERATION OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE – 17TH NOVEMBER 2021 
 
Report by the Chief Executive on the latest situation regarding capital and revenue expenditure, key activities relating to this Committee’s 
functions and quarter two 2021/22 results for the Council’s Key Issues and Performance Indicators.   
 

SUMMARY 
 
The Progress Report allows Members to scrutinise performance across the services covered by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee of 
which they are members.  
 
This Progress Report includes: - the latest position, by exception, on major schemes; regulation of investigatory powers (RIPA) activity; half 
year results for 2021/22 Topline performance indicators and a progress update on 2021/22 Key Issues within this Committee’s remit.  
Comments are provided for schemes that are delayed or where the budget has significantly increased and for Topline indicators where 
performance has declined significantly compared with the previous year and/ or against the profiled targets.    
 

 
 
1.0 RECOMMENDATION 

 
(a) This report is submitted to the Housing and Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny Committee for information. No decisions are required on 

it by the Council, the Executive, or the regulatory and other Committees. 

(b) However, if the Overview and Scrutiny Committee decide that recommendations on the report need to be made, these will be reported to 
the Executive or the regulatory and other Committees for consideration. 
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2.0 CAPITAL PROGRAMME AND REVENUE EXPENDITURE FORECAST  

CAPITAL 

The table below shows the latest capital forecast for services within this Committee’s terms of reference. 

General Fund Capital Programme Capital Programme Target 
2021/22 as approved 

September 2021  
 

£’000s 

Expenditure to date 
(Month 6 – September 2021)  

2021/22 
 

£'000s 

Forecast  
Expenditure by 31st 

March 2022 
 

£’000s 

Loans to Leaseholders  400 23 400 

Disabled Facilities Grant 1,663 373 1,663 

Wandsworth Affordable Housing 
Programme 

460 0 460 

TOTAL GENERAL FUND 2,923 689 2,923 

 

Housing Revenue Account Capital 
Programme 

Capital Programme Target 
2021/22 as approved 

September 2021  
 

£’000s 

Expenditure to date 
(Month 6 – September 2021)  

2021/22 
 

£'000s 

Forecast  
Expenditure by 31st 

March 2022 
 

£’000s 

Repairs and Improvements to Council 
Property 

32,583 6,559 27,808 

Environmental, New Build and 
Regeneration  

85,390 22,988 85,390 

Purchase of Properties 18,500 8,273 18,500 

House Purchase Grants 5,623 2,108 5,623 

TOTAL HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT 142,096 39,928 137,321 
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GENERAL FUND REVENUE 

The table below shows the latest revenue forecast for services within this Committee’s terms of reference.  

Housing General Fund 

Net revenue budget 2021/22  

£’000s 

 

Forecast variance overspend (+)/ underspend (-) 

£’000s 

9,932 +1,193* 

*The figures above include £1.175m cost of Covid-19 in year, funded by £0.45m of specific grant, leaving £0.725m to be funded from general Covid grant or general Council 
reserves. 

 
It should be noted that under the Council’s Budget and Policy Framework Procedure Rules if the forecast in-year overspend above the budgeted 
net expenditure for the services for which that committee has overview and scrutiny responsibility exceeds £1 million for any year, a further report 
is required.  The latest position shown above exceeds that reporting threshold.  The proposed actions in response to this are covered in the 
Housing Services Activity Update report (Paper No. 21-342) elsewhere on this agenda. 
 
HOUSING REVENUE ACCOUNT 

The table below shows the latest forecast of Housing Revenue Account balances. 

 Budgeted Balance on 

Reserves  

 

£’000s 

Forecast Balance on 

Reserves 

 

£’000s 

Forecast variance overspend 

(+)/underspend (-) 

£’000s 

HRA Framework – Revenue 144,833 143,062 +1,771 

HRA Framework – Capital 67,626 68,942 -1,316 

HRA Framework – Total 212,459 212,004 +455 
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3.0 MAJOR SCHEMES – EXCEPTION REPORT  

Major schemes (£500k+) are reported below where, since the time of the last progress report to this committee in July 2021, there has been: 

(a) a delay (or projected delay) by more than a whole calendar month on either start or completion dates, or both; and/or; 

(b) an increase in projected or actual total scheme costs by more than 20% or £100,000 whichever is lower. 

Therefore, only a subset (27) of the total programme relating to this Committee is reported here – the remaining 55 major schemes either remain 
on programme and in budget or have not met the exception thresholds.   
 

Scheme 

 

(a) Designer 

(b) Contractor 

Total Cost 

(£’000s) 

1) Approved 

2) Current  

Forecast  
Start onsite (S) 
and Completion 
(C) Dates 

Delay since 

June 2021 

(months) 

Total delays 

since 

January 

2021 

(months) 

Explanation for exception 

C6465 Falcon Estate – Ext 
Decs & Brickwork Repairs 
(Latchmere) 

a) Pellings llp 
b) Smith O’ Sullivan 

1) 527 

2) 578 

Variance: 51 

S: Sept 2021 

C: May 2022 

S: 3 

C: 4 

S: 3 

C: 4 

Additional testing of the spandrel panels was 
required for compliance. They will now be 
replaced as part of this scheme. 

C6494 Oaklands Estate – 
Ext Decs 
(West Hill) 

a) Hughes Jay Panter 
b) Ian Williams 

1) 615 

2) 615 

Variance: 0 

S:  Sept 2021 

C:  March 2022 

S: 1 

C: 2 

S: 1 

C: 2 

Start on site delayed as the contractor was 
slow in signing the contract and producing 
their performance bond. 
 

C7157 Arndale estate – 

K&Bs 

(Southfields) 

a) Keegans ltd 
b) N/A 

1) 2000 

2) 2210 
 
Variance: 210 

S: May 2022 

C: May 2023 

S: 4 

C: 4 

S: 4 

C: 4 

On the advice of the area team, additional 
surveys were undertaken to add the renewal 
of corroded copper waste pipes to the 
specification.  This has not been necessary 
on any other kitchen & bathroom scheme. 
Estimated costs also revised. 
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Scheme 

 

(a) Designer 

(b) Contractor 

Total Cost 

(£’000s) 

1) Approved 

2) Current  

Forecast  
Start onsite (S) 
and Completion 
(C) Dates 

Delay since 

June 2021 

(months) 

Total delays 

since 

January 

2021 

(months) 

Explanation for exception 

C7260 - Fire safety works 
sheltered accommodation 
(Boroughwide) 
 
a) Design Service 
b) Domestic Sprinklers 

1) 2582 

2) 2582 
 
Variance: 0 

S:  March 2021 

C: April 2022 

S: 0 

C: 4 

S: 1 

C: 4 

Delay due to access issues because of 
Covid. The contract period has also been 
extended to include additional works to 
comply with new regulations (BS9251), 
which is an updated sprinkler safety 
standard.  

C6487  Latchmere Estate 
-  Window Renewal  
(Latchmere) 

 
a) Pellings llp 
b) Hilton Abbey Ltd 

1) 4547 

2) 4505 

 

Variance: -42 

S:  March 2022 

C:  March 2023 

S: 2 

C: 2 

S: 8 

C: 8 

Due to continued clarification and a number 
of price amendments required to the most 
competitive tender return, the council were 
required to seek a ‘Best and Final Offer’ from 
all the contractors that tendered for these 
works.  

C6877 Putney Vale 

Estate- Roof renewal 

(Roehampton) 

a) Hughes Jay Panter 
b) N/A 

1) 657 

2) 732 
 
Variance: 75 

S:  June 2022 

C:  Dec 2022 

S: 5 

C: 6 

S: 5 

C: 6 

 

Issue with safe access to the roof for the 
initial survey so scaffolding had to be 
erected. Consultation extended as numerous 
queries received. 
  

C6504 Ranelagh Estate – 
Ext decs / Roofs 
(Thamesfield) 
 
a) Pellings llp 
b) N/A 

1) 987 

2) 970 
 
Variance: -17 

S:  Sept 2022 

C:  May 2023 

S: 5 

C: 5 

S: 5 

C: 5 

External decorations / roof renewals revised 
to include balcony repairs and resurfacing.  
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Scheme 

 

(a) Designer 

(b) Contractor 

Total Cost 

(£’000s) 

1) Approved 

2) Current  

Forecast  
Start onsite (S) 
and Completion 
(C) Dates 

Delay since 

June 2021 

(months) 

Total delays 

since 

January 

2021 

(months) 

Explanation for exception 

C6528 – William Willison 
Est - External Des/Window 
Renewals West Hill 
(West Hill) 
 
a) Hughes Jay Panter 
b) N/A 

1) 1025 

2) 1025 

 

Variance: 0 

S:  Sept 2022 

C:  April 2023 

S: 5 

C: 5 

S: 5 

C: 5 

Scheme pushed back so that it did not clash 
with the first phase which is in delay. 
 

C6527 – William Willison - 
Est External Des/Window 
Renewals  
(West Hill) 
 
a) Bailey Partnership 
b) Amber Construction 

1) 2109 

2) 1226 

 

Variance: -883 

S:  Jan 2022 

C:  Oct 2022 

S: 5 

C: 6 

S: 9 

C: 9 

Successful contractor requested increase to 
their tender sum. Second lowest contractor 
(now the lowest) approached and agreed to 
hold their original price. This delayed S20 
consultation. 
 

C6994 – Aboyne Estate – 
Lifting 
 
(Earlsfield) 

a) Butler & Young ltd 
b) N/A 

1) 932 

2) 1027 

 
Variance: 95 

S:  May 2022 

C:  Aug 2023 

S: 9 

C: 12 

S: 9 

C: 12 

Due to the pandemic, which resulted in 
several manufacturers within the lifting 
industry shutting down, the tendering of this 
project was delayed.  

C7085 Arndale Estate – 

Lifting 

 
(Southfields) 
a) Butler & Young ltd 
b) Liftec Lifts 

1) 1155 

2) 931 

 
Variance: -224 

S:  Feb 2022 

C:  July 2022 

S: 4 

C: 8 

S: 4 

C: 8 

Further clarification was required by the 

contractors regarding the details of the 

specification, this has delayed the scheme. 
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Official 

Scheme 

 

(a) Designer 

(b) Contractor 

Total Cost 

(£’000s) 

1) Approved 

2) Current  

Forecast  
Start onsite (S) 
and Completion 
(C) Dates 

Delay since 

June 2021 

(months) 

Total delays 

since 

January 

2021 

(months) 

Explanation for exception 

C7128 Wendlesworth – 

Lifting 

 
(Fairfield) 
a) Butler & Young ltd 
b) N/A 

1) 357 

2) 543 

 
Variance: 186 

S:  March 2022 

C:  Nov 2022 

S: 2 

C: 2 

S: 2 

C: 2 

After extensive consultation the scope of the 

works has been revised and the specification 

amended, this has delayed the scheme. 

 

C7170 Boroughwide - 

block emergency lighting 

(Boroughwide) 

a) CBG Consultants 
b) N/A 

1) 2388 

2) 2328 

 
Variance: -60 

S:  Aug 2022 

C:  April 2023 

S: 6 

C: 6 

S: 6 

C: 6 

Scheme revised to include upgrading 

tenanted units. Covid restrictions have 

caused delays in completing internal 

surveys.  

 

C7281 Beaumont Rd – 

Heating 

(West Hill) 

a) Butler & Young ltd 
b) N/A 

1) 302 

2) 520 

 
Variance: 218 

S:  June 2022 

C:  Dec 2022 

S: 4 

C: 5 

S: 4 

C: 5 

Further investigations have been carried out 

to obtain alternative heating source options. 

Cashflow increased accordingly. 

 

C7284 Boroughwide 

Water tank replacement 

(Boroughwide) 

a) Butler & Young ltd 
b) N/A 

1) 420 

2) 541 

 
Variance: 121 

S:  July 2022 

C:  Feb 2023 

S: 4 

C: 6 

S: 4 

C: 6 

Accessing tanks across a number of estates 

took the consultant longer than expected, 

scheme further delayed as estimated cost 

increase was queried by the Project 

Controller.  
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Scheme 

 

(a) Designer 

(b) Contractor 

Total Cost 

(£’000s) 

1) Approved 

2) Current  

Forecast  
Start onsite (S) 
and Completion 
(C) Dates 

Delay since 

June 2021 

(months) 

Total delays 

since 

January 

2021 

(months) 

Explanation for exception 

C7282 Francis 

Snary/Burke Close – 

Heating 

 
(Fairfeld & Roehampton) 
a) Butler & Young ltd 
b) N/A 

1) 163 

2) 939 

 
Variance: 776 

S:  May 2022 

C:  Nov 2022 

S: 0 

C: 1 

S: 0 

C: 1 

Consultant’s feasibility study revised to 

include possible air source heat pumps and 

electrical upgrades if possible. 

C6996 – Goulden House - 

Replacement of 

Communal Extractor Fans   

(St Mary’s Park) 

a) Butler & Young ltd 
b) N/A 

1) 600 

2) 510 

 

Variance: -90 

S:  June 2022 

C:  Dec 2022 

S: 5 

C: -2 

S: 10 

C:3 

Survey was carried out to consider if the 

communal extractor fans should be replaced 

by induvial units. Delayed as it was 

necessary to gain access through a 

residential property as a pilot.  

C6971 Boroughwide 

Sheltered Overhead 

showers 

(Boroughwide) 

a) Property Tectonics 
b) N/A 

1) 777 

2) 777 

 

Variance: 0 

S:  June 2022 

C:  Nov 2022 

S: 3 

C: 3 

S: 3 

C: 3 

Programme reviewed and revised as Covid 

has impacted on the ability to access and 

survey properties. 

 

C6864 Ackroydon – Decs 
 
(West Hill) 
 
a) Keegans Ltd 
b) N/A 

1) 1120 

2) 985 

 
Variance: -135 

S:  March 2022 

C:  Nov 2022 

S: 2 

C: 2 

S: 2 

C: 2 

Delay as the contractors had a number of 

queries regarding the fire risk assessment 

work required. 
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Official 

Scheme 

 

(a) Designer 

(b) Contractor 

Total Cost 

(£’000s) 

1) Approved 

2) Current  

Forecast  
Start onsite (S) 
and Completion 
(C) Dates 

Delay since 

June 2021 

(months) 

Total delays 

since 

January 

2021 

(months) 

Explanation for exception 

C6583 Burtop Road  - Ext 

Decs 

 
(Earlsfield) 
 
a) Design Service 
b) Mullalley & Co 

1) 542 

2) 730 

 

Variance: -188 

S:  Jan 2022 

C:  July 2022 

S: 4 

C: 4 

S: 4 

C: 4 

After querying the specification, contractors 

were granted an extension of time to 

complete their tender returns. 

 

C6451 Colson Way – Ext 

Decs 

 

(Furzedown) 

a) Pellings LLP 
b) N/A 

1) 693 

2) 693 

 

Variance: 0 

S:  July 2022 

C:  Dec 2022 

S: 6 

C: 6 

S: 6 

C: 6 

Initially the consultant requested additional 

time to produce the feasibility report, 1st 

stage consultation extended following 

concerns over estimated costs. 

C6458 Eastwood North 

Estate  - Ext Decs 

 

(West Putney) 

a) Pellings LLP 
b) Hilton Abbey 

1) 533 

2) 729 

 

Variance: 196 

S:  Nov 2021 

C:  May 2022 

S: 2 

C: 2 

S: 2 

C: 2 

Leaseholders queried the validity of the 
consultant’s surveys and emergency roof 
works that had been carried out by the area 
team which extended the consultation 
period. 

C6466 Fairfield Dr – 

Windows 

 

(Fairfield) 

a) Brodie Plant Goddard 
b) N/A 

1) 355 

2) 1442 

 
Variance: 1087 

S:  May 2022 

C:  Nov 2022 

S: 4 

C: 5 

S: 4 

C: 5 

External decorations have become a window 
renewal which required planning permission. 
Costs have increased as the planners have 
insisted on aluminium to be used not uPVC.  
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Scheme 

 

(a) Designer 

(b) Contractor 

Total Cost 

(£’000s) 

1) Approved 

2) Current  

Forecast  
Start onsite (S) 
and Completion 
(C) Dates 

Delay since 

June 2021 

(months) 

Total delays 

since 

January 

2021 

(months) 

Explanation for exception 

C6473 Gideon Road – 

Decs 

 
(Shaftesbury) 
 
a) Design Service 
b) Hilton Abbey 

1) 429 

2) 835 

 

Variance: 406 

S:  March 2022 

C:  Oct 2022 

S: 3 

C: 5 

S: 3 

C: 5 

Scheme delayed as the tender return was 
considerably higher than the consultant’s 
estimate. Costs have been scrutinised 
showing that the scaffolding in particular is 
significantly greater than anticipated on this 
project  
 

C6477 Henry Prince 

Estate – Internal decs 

 
(Earlsfield) 
 
a) Lawson Queay 
b) Total Protection Ltd 

1) 925 

2) 995 

 

Variance: 70 

S:  Feb 2022 

C:  Oct 2022 

S: 3 

C: 4 

S: 3 

C: 4 

Specification amended to remove external 

decorations and add flooring and fire safety 

remedial works. 

 

C6520 Wayford St – 
External decs 
 
(Latchmere) 
 
a) Property Tectonics 
b) Amber Construction Ltd 

1) 597 

2) 552 

 

Variance: -45 

S:  Jan 2022 

C:  June 2022 

S: 4 

C: 4 

S: 4 

C: 4 

Draft documentation was returned to the 

consultant as incomplete. Consultant was 

then slow to provide the tender report. 

 

C6634 Yew Tree Lodge – 
Ext Decs 
(Furzedown) 

a) Hughes Jay Panter 
b) Cosmur Construction 

Ltd 

1) 550 

2) 710 

 

Variance: 160 

S:  June 2022 

C:  Oct 2022 

S: 10 

C: 10 

S: 10 

C: 10 

Scheme put on hold to allow for fire safety 

works to proceed. 
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Completed schemes: These major schemes have fully completed with no delays since June 2021.  
 
 

Scheme Postcode Ward Works Completed Date Completed 

Wynter Street Estate SW11 Latchmere Renewal of Distribution Boards 02/07/2021 

Yew Tree Lodge SW16 Furzedown Lift Refurbishment 02/09/2021 

Dounesforth Gardens SW18  Southfields Roof Renewals 07/05/2021 

Queensmere Estate SW19 West Hill Roof Renewals - Tenanted Houses 18/06/2021 

York Road Estate (Penge, 
Inkster & Chesterton House) 

SW11 Latchmere Window & General Repairs 28/05/2021 

 
 
4.0 PROGRESS WITH WANDSWORTH LOCAL FUND (NCIL) PROGRAMMES  

NCIL schemes are likewise reported by exception using similar exception criteria as for major schemes (where there has been either a delay in 

progressing the scheme of one month or more since June 2021 or a cost increase of 20% or £100k whichever is the lesser amount).  

There is 1 NCIL scheme within HROSC remit, which is reported below as an exception.  

Scheme  Next steps & Key Dates  
Total WLF 
approved  

Other funds  

BATTERSEA NEIGHBOURHOOD 

Queenstown 
Doddington 
Parade  

The paving works were completed in December 2020.  
Completion of shop front improvements has been further delayed (from June 2021 
previously reported) as retendering was required to keep within budget coupled 
with some industry material shortages.  An order for these outstanding works has 
now been placed with a revised forecast completion date of March 2022.   
Costs for these works (including design fees) are within the approved £145k WLF 
funding.  

£145,000   None 
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5.0 REGULATION OF INVESTIGATORY POWERS (RIPA) ACTIVITY   

The Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA) requires Councils to monitor their use of RIPA surveillance powers prescribed under the 
Act. The Council decided to do this by reporting usage within this performance report (see table below); to allow Members to fully discharge this 
scrutiny function comparative information has been provided for the previous 2 years together with the numbers to date this financial year. 
 

 
2019/20 2020/21  2021/22 

Half year results 

RIPA Investigations in relation to this Committee’s functions 0 0 0 

Non-Magistrates “Non-RIPA” Investigations in relation to this Committee’s functions  0 0 0 

 

6.0 TOPLINE PERFORMANCE INDICATORS – QUARTER TWO 2021/22 RESULTS  

 
PI Name 
If the word (minimise) is included at the end of the description, this denotes that the ‘polarity’ of the indicator is smaller is better; otherwise, the 
polarity is bigger is better.  Bigger is Better means that the higher the result the better the performance and vice versa. Neither high nor low 
denotes that polarity is not applicable to that indicator. 
 
2020/21 Values  
This column gives the previous years’ results for indicators relating to this Committee.  Most of the data relates to the financial year 2020/21 
(April to March).  However, some indicators may report by academic year (September to August) or by calendar year, or other time periods as 
necessary. Quarter Two (Q2) values for 2020/21 are also shown, where available, for comparison with the current data presented for Q2 
2021/22. 
 
2021/22 Q2 Value 
Some indicators, often those where the data is released centrally by the Government or its agencies, are published several months or more in 

arrears. The latest data that is available for each indicator in 2021/22 is presented in the value column.  If there is no comment, then the indicator 

result relates directly to Q2 2021/22. The target column shows the profiled target that relates to quarter being reported.  

 
A traffic-light assessment (Red - Amber - Green - RAG) has been conducted for each indicator in the table below.  This assessment is based on 
the following rules: 
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(a) Target met within 2% – GREEN 

(b) More than 2% and up to 5% off target – AMBER 

(c) More than 5% off target – RED 

 
Direction of travel (DOT) 
This column indicates whether performance has improved on the comparative data period reported (column Q2 2020/21 – Value).  An upwards 
arrow always indicates an improved performance and vice versa. 
 

PI Code PI Description 
2020/21 

Q2 
2020/21 

Q2 2021/22 Q2 2021/22 

Value Value Value Target DoT Note 

Housing and Regeneration Directorate 

HRW-HM-
001 

% of Tenanted properties where last 
recorded gas service has taken place in last 
12 months 

99.22% 98.48% 99.39% 100%   

HRW-HM-
002 

% of Repairs completed in local target times 
across all priorities 

86.4% 87.9% 86.8% 95%  

Performance has declined since the last quarter, 
with 86.8% of repair orders being completed in target 
time compared to 91.8% in Q1 2021/22. This is 
partly due to an increase in the number of non-
emergency repair orders being completed in line with 
the easing of lockdown restrictions, which has 
increased the demand and workload for contractors. 
In addition, although the easing of covid restrictions 
saw an improvement in performance during Q1 
2021/22, some contractors are now struggling to 
complete repair orders within target time due to 
ongoing staffing issues, shortages in materials, and 
the increased workload. The emergency repairs 
performance remains strong at 98.4%. 

HRW-HM-
003 

Average time (in days) to get a new tenant 
into an empty Council home (Minimise) 

33.55 29.3 25.22 25   

HRW-HM-
004 

% of Non-decent council homes (Minimise) 0% 0% 0% 0%   
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PI Code PI Description 
2020/21 

Q2 
2020/21 

Q2 2021/22 Q2 2021/22 

Value Value Value Target DoT Note 

HRW-HM-
005 

% of Follow-up actions after noise complaint 
completed within 5 days 

83.9% 86% 82.1% 95%  

Performance has dropped very slightly since Q1 
2021/22 and is down when compared to the end of 
Q2 2020/21. The impact of the coronavirus 
pandemic on staffing has meant that officers have 
not been able to respond to noise cases as quickly. 
To improve performance, close monitoring is in place 
to identify outstanding cases. 

HRW-HM-
006 

Graffiti dealt with within target time 97.87% 98.48% 100% 98%   

HRW-HM-
009 

% of Emergency calls to WEC (Wandsworth 
Emergency Control) responded to within 30 
minutes 

99.6% 99.4% 98.77% 99%   

HRW-HM-
010 

% of Emergency repairs completed in local 
target times 

96.2% 97.6% 98.4% 98%   

HRW-HM-
011 

% of Cleaning inspections on residential 
blocks and estates that received a grade B or 
above 

N/A 
NEW 

N/A 
NEW 

95.69% 90% N/A  

HRW-HS-
001 

Number of households living in Temporary 
Accommodation (Minimise) 

2,525 2,491 2,842 2,683  

By the end of Q2 the use of temporary 
accommodation had increased by 184 placements, 
which is 159 placements more than expected. In line 
with identified trends during Q1, there have been 
high incidences of domestic abuse being the driving 
factor behind homelessness, which limits the ability 
to prevent homelessness. In addition, since the 1st 
June 2021, amendments to the Coronavirus Act 
2020 means that landlords are no longer restricted 
from enforcing evictions, so the number of evictions 
and homeless cases is expected to rise. The size of 
the housing options, lettings and rough sleeping 
teams has grown, with all officers working with 
support agencies / landlords to rehouse households. 
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PI Code PI Description 
2020/21 

Q2 
2020/21 

Q2 2021/22 Q2 2021/22 

Value Value Value Target DoT Note 

HRW-HS-
002 

Number of Under Occupation Transfers 28 12 25 27  

The number of under occupation transfers during Q2 
(25) was 2 transfers away from the target of 27. The 
disruption caused by the coronavirus pandemic 
continued to impact the lettings team and tenants 
during Q2, particularly in transitioning to the changes 
in lockdown restrictions. However, with most staff 
now working flexibly between the office and from 
home, and tenants having more opportunity to attend 
viewings without delay, it is hoped that there will be 
an increase in the number of under occupation 
transfers as new social housing lets become 
available. 

HRW-HS-
003 

Number of family households with dependent 
children in B&B accommodation for 6 weeks+ 
(Minimise) 

0 0 0 0   

HRW-HS-
004 

Number of homeless cases prevented 286 109 89 185  

The coronavirus pandemic has continued to impact 
the number of homeless preventions achieved 
during Q2, with applicants and private landlords 
slowly adjusting to the easing of lockdown 
restrictions. However, an increase in property 
viewings is expected as more properties become 
available and applicants are more able to attend 
viewings, and it is hoped this will increase the 
number of homeless preventions. It has also been 
identified that there has been an increase in 
domestic abuse homeless approaches; in these 
cases, the Council’s ability to limit homelessness is 
difficult. 

HRW-HS-
005 

Number of properties where major disability 
adaptations have been completed 

263 95 127 95   
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PI Code PI Description 
2020/21 

Q2 
2020/21 

Q2 2021/22 Q2 2021/22 

Value Value Value Target DoT Note 

HRW-HS-
006 

Households in B&B as a percentage of all 
households in Temporary Accommodation 
(Minimise) 

3.64% 4.09% 3.24% 6%   

HRW-SD-
002 

Number of House Purchase Grants 49 19 28 25   

Environment and Community Services Directorate (Regulatory Services Partnership) 

ECSW-

ENS-007 

Number of private sector long term vacant 

dwellings returned to occupation due to 

council action 

57 0 19 17   

ECSW-

ENS-012 
Number of private sector dwellings improved 28 1 25 70  

Officers have only recently returned to carrying out 

physical inspections and serving PIN’s and statutory 

notices. The results of these will become evident in 

Q3 and Q4.   

ECSW-

ENS-016 

% of HMOs inspected within 20 working days 

of application 
21% 0% 77% 80%  

A total of 13 applications have been allocated to staff 

and 10 have been inspected within 20 days, 1 has 

an inspection date scheduled and 2 are waiting 

contact.   

ECSW-

ENS-017 

Number of formal hazard assessments 

carried out 
13 6 46 40  

This figure is made up of new complaints and 

inspections that officers are catching up with.   

Resources Directorate 

RESW-
RS-016 

Number of local authority tenants with 7+ 
weeks of (gross) rent arrears as % of number 
of council tenants (Minimise) 

12.46% 14.73% 11.25% 11%   

RESW-
RS-017 

All rent arrears (residential, non-residential, 
and leasehold HHW) as % Gross Collectable 
Debt (Minimise) 

5.90% 6.04% 5.85% 5.5%  

The arrears at the end of Q2 increased to £7.3m 
from £7.1m at end of Q1. Further increases are 
possibly as a result of COVID19, due to job losses, 
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PI Code PI Description 
2020/21 

Q2 
2020/21 

Q2 2021/22 Q2 2021/22 

Value Value Value Target DoT Note 

reduced income due to end of furlough and an 
increase in Universal Credit claims, which are paid in 
arrears. However, the Rent Collection Service are 
providing support and financial guidance to tenants 
during this difficult period. 
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7.0 HALF YEAR PROGRESS UPDATE AGAINST AGREED KEY ISSUES 2021/22   

 

Code Key Issue Update 

Becoming Carbon Neutral by 2030 and Reducing the Borough’s Carbon Emissions 

WKI064 During 2021/22 undertake a stock condition survey to provide 
accurate baseline data on condition of stock and identify 
potential opportunities for energy efficiency improvements. 

The stock condition survey is currently out to tender. Once the contract is 
awarded, it is expected that the survey will be completed within six to eight 
months. The survey will target properties where improved asset data is required 
as identified through the Technical Assistance Pilot work.  Improved data will be 
inputted into the Portfolio dashboard where asset information is recorded.  It is 
expected that reducing these data gaps will increase both the average energy 
rating score across tenanted properties and the confidence rating for the data. 

WKI065 Improve the energy efficiency of council housing stock and 
estates by: 

• Continuing the move to LED lighting where appropriate. 

• Delivering energy efficiency improvements to Longhedge 
Street properties identified through Phase1a of the Green 
Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery Scheme. 

• Further to the completion of the Technical Assistance 
Programme exploring options to install new technologies to 
improve energy efficiency in council owned housing blocks. 

• Works continue to upgrade lighting columns and approximately 1,800 have 
been completed so far. It is anticipated that the work will be complete by the 
end of 2022.  

• Energy efficiency improvements to Longhedge Street properties have 
progressed with the only works outstanding being installation of LED lighting. 
Full grant of £5k per dwelling will be claimed from BEIS for the works. 

• A working group is to be set up to consider the recommendations of the 
Technical Assistance Pilot strategy; this will consider how best to apply the 
strategic principles set out in the strategy including how to embed fabric first 
energy efficiency improvements into the capital works programme.  

WKI066 In response to the Climate Emergency, to exceed Wandsworth’s 
35% CO2 reduction requirements on the Council’s 1000 new 
homes development programme.  

An energy strategy will be produced for each housing 
development providing a full assessment of the benefits and 
viability of utilisation of cleaner and green technologies.  

The aim will be to seek to significantly exceed the baseline 
emissions requirement of 35 per cent vs Part L of the 2013 
building regulations. 

This will include supporting fitting of communal forms of heating 
that utilise air source technologies at Randall Close and 
Patmore. 

Housing Development remains confident the target will be exceeded across the 
programme. Sites in receipt of planning consent during the year include 34 
homes at The Alders with 73% CO2 reductions via a combination of higher 
insulation standards and green heating systems.  In addition, both Randall Close 
and Patmore are at 50% CO2 reductions on each site.   
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Code Key Issue Update 

WKI067 In response to Wandsworth’s Environment and Sustainability 
Strategy provide an update to June and September 2021 
committees on the work of the Housing and Regeneration 
Department including the Technical Assistance Programme, 
updates on any bids for funding for environmental 
improvements, work targeted at addressing fuel poverty and to 
approve a Housing environmental action plan. 

Updates were provided to June and September Housing and Regeneration 
Overview and Scrutiny Committees (Paper No. 21-144 and 21-247 respectively) 
covering the Technical Assistance Pilot, updates on energy efficiency works in 
progress and planned under the Green Homes Grant Local Authority Delivery 
tranches 1a and 2, work on developing a pilot to target fuel poverty through the 
Wandsworth and Richmond Assessment Point (WRAP) service at Council 
tenants and other updates as necessary. 

WKI068 To confirm the strategy on replacement of communal boiler 
systems considering individual metering through PAYG systems 
to encourage residents to understand and control their energy 
usage. 

To set up processes for metering and billing systems both in 
new builds and existing stock where boilers are replaced.  

To include procedures on tariff setting, debt management and 
handover arrangements. To report to committee in September 
2021. 

Work is underway with the Department’s consultant to explore options for the 
strategy for future replacement of communal boiler systems; the preferred 
option, as agreed in consultation with Members, will be presented to committee 
in January 2022. 

Procedures and processes for metering and billing systems are being developed 
with input from officers from across the Department and from Resources; the 
process for tariff setting has been determined and the tariff has been set in 
preparation for Shuttleworth Road coming online in 2022. Other processes and 
procedures will be finalised and circulated amongst relevant staff during in the 
latter part of the year. 

More homes and greater housing choice – By delivering a range of homes to suit different needs for people who live or work in the borough 

WKI140 Deliver the Wandsworth Decent Homes Plus Programme of 
works to improve Wandsworth’s homes and estates to a decent 
homes plus standard. 

This will include the Environmental Estate Improvement 
Programme which will target areas of estates of poorer quality. 

This will include a commitment to spend £35m to be set out and 
monitored as part of the HRA Capital Programme arrangements 
including provision to improve green and open spaces 
particularly given the impact of COVID-19 

The Department continues to undertake works to improve homes and estates, 
surpassing the existing decent homes standard. The 4-year approved 
programme for new kitchens and bathrooms has an estimated spend of over 
£33m and roof and window renewals are at £40m. The heating improvements 
and repairs budget stands at nearly £9m, the allowance for lift replacements and 
refurbishments is £12m, and there is a budget of £3m for adaptations for 
disabled residents. The environmental estate improvement programme has a 
budget of over £2m, with works including replacing tress, new planting and 
hedging, addition of a water feature and outdoor gym equipment.   

WKI141 Progress the regeneration of the Winstanley and York Road 
estate: 

• Completion of resident moves to Mitchell House (May 2021) 

• Completion of replacement Multi Use Games Area (“the blue 
pitch”) on Grant Road (June 2021) 

• Residents moved into Mitchell House in April 2021. 

• The Multi Use Games Area on Grant Road has been completed. 

• Making of the Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) was delayed due to new 
Section 73 planning proposal needing to be approved before CPO can be 
made. A new date has not currently been set for making the CPO. Section 
73 submission targeted before the end of the year.  
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• Compulsory Purchase Order for first phase made 
(September 2021) 

• Completion of new Battersea Baptist Chapel building 
(August 2021) 

• Establishment of Cultural Strategy Steering Group (August 
2021) 

• Commence development of Block 5 (August 2021) 

• The new Battersea Baptist Chapel building has been completed. 

• The establishment of the Cultural Strategy Steering Group has been delayed 
as this is dependent on Section 73 approval. 

• The development of block 5 has commenced, with hoarding erected and 
enabling works underway. Main construction contract targeted for December 
2021. 

WKI142 Progress the regeneration of the Alton estate: 

• Stage 2 approval from GLA received for masterplan 
(Summer 2021) 

• Commence procurement of new development partner (within 
two months of GLA stage 2 approval) 

• New Bessborough Road block completed and 
tenants/leaseholders in occupation (September 2021) 

• Engagement Strategy Action Plan prepared and approved 
by HROSC (November 2021) 

• Commencement of development on Fontley Way site 
(January 2022). 

• Stage 2 approval not received due to an impasse with the GLA over viability. 
An update is reported in Paper 21-341 elsewhere on this agenda. 

• Procurement remains dependent on Stage 2 approval. 

• Bessborough Road is virtually complete but there have been some snagging 
issues which have delayed handover. The completion of the block, official 
opening event and first residents in occupation are all due for October 2021. 

• The Engagement Strategy Action Plan is prepared and on schedule to be 
considered by HROSC in November 2021. 

• The development on Fontley Way remains on target to commence in 
January 2022.  

WKI143 Oversee the upgrade of the CCTV network in Wandsworth. The upgrade of CCTV cameras and the network covering housing estates, town 
centres and other public spaces will continue throughout the year and into 2022. 

WKI144 Continue programme for retro-fitting sprinklers in sheltered and 
hostel accommodation.  First Phase due to complete December 
2021. 

The works are on site. There were delays in starting due to design queries by 
LFB and then building control. These were compounded by access issues 
because of the pandemic and the vulnerability of sheltered residents. Works are 
currently over a third complete with an expected finish date of April 2022. 

WKI145 Begin a programme of communal electrical testing and 
inspections, prioritised towards blocks of 10 storeys and above.  
This will inform electrical improvement works to blocks including 
emergency lighting.  Programme to start July 2021. 

The electrical testing contract began on site in August 2021 and is progressing 
well with over 100 tenanted properties checked so far.  Improvements to 
emergency lighting are programmed and the first phase will go out to tender in 
the new year.     

WKI146 Update Committee on the implementation of the Social Housing 
White Paper, including the review of the decent homes 
standard, potential new benchmarking requirements and further 
measures to improve resident engagement. 

Members have been briefed on the Social Housing White Paper and a report will 
be presented to January 2022 committee setting out progress on the resident 
engagement action plan. 
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Dependent on easing of lock down requirements, hold resident 
conference and put in place a training schedule for Resident 
Associations. 

Due to the ongoing coronavirus situation, it has been agreed that rather than 
hold a large in-person resident conference, online training will be offered to 
Resident Associations. Courses offered will be focused on the main themes of 
the Social Housing White Paper.  

WKI147 Gain the domestic abuse housing alliance accreditation which 
recognises best practice in dealing with domestic abuse. To 
report progress to committee with accreditation due to take 
place summer 2021. 

Domestic Abuse Housing Alliance accreditation was gained in July 2021. This 
was reported to HROSC in September (Paper No. 21-241). 

WKI148 In Autumn 2021 report to committee on progress against actions 
monitored through the Housing Fire Safety Steering Group and 
provide further recommendations as appropriate to meet 
requirements of the new building safety regime. 

Complete procurement exercise for new fire risk assessments 
for low rise blocks. 

Complete new FRAs on all 146 high rise blocks. 

A further report on fire safety is published elsewhere on this agenda (Paper 21-
340) including an update on requirements for additional resources for health and 
safety inspections.  The tender exercise for new fire risk assessments has 
completed and new contracts will be awarded later in the year.  Works continue 
to complete new FRAs for the 146 blocks 18 metres or above with 98 FRAs 
completed to date. 

WKI149 By the end of 2021/22 to put forward proposals for a review of 
the Council tenancy conditions, to include updates on fire safety 
and domestic abuse to align with the requirements of DAHA 
accreditation. 

Proposed changes to the tenancy conditions will be presented to committee later 
in the year.  

WKI150 Housing – IT. Procure and install financial appraisal and 
cashflow forecasting software to improve budgeting and 
management of housing development programmes, thereby 
informing adjustments to unit mix and tenure balance.  
Estimated timescale for go-live in November 2021. 

Software has been procured and installed, with the appraisal tool fully in use. 
The Housing Development team has modelled all design-stage and on-site 
projects, with a baseline set in accordance with outputs reported to HROSC 
under Paper No. 21-142, from which variances will be tracked on a quarterly 
basis. The cashflow-management portion of the software remains on track for its 
November go-live, facilitating monthly reviews of sites in receipt of confirmed 
capital bids. 

WKI151 Following work undertaken during the COVID-19 outbreak to 
aim to house all rough sleepers, work with partners to produce 
and deliver the Rough Sleeper Exit Plan, approved in Paper No 
20-179A. Monitor activity under the successful MHCLG bid and 
SPEAR’s performance against funding outcomes. 

The Council has placed approximately 400 individuals in emergency 
accommodation since the start of the pandemic. 200 clients have been moved 
out of emergency accommodation via the Council’s various rehousing pathways 
and 82 clients have either resolved their homelessness or abandoned 
accommodation with no further contact. 
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Cohort breakdown:  

• At present 139 rough sleepers ae still in emergency accommodation of which 
45 are ineligible due to their immigration status, however all EEA/ non-EEA 
nationals have been supported to make applications via the European Union 
Settlement Scheme or Home Office (for non-EEA nationals) – with decisions 
pending.  

• With those remaining in emergency accommodation, 51% have mental 
health issues, 29% have substance misuse issues and 22% have alcohol 
dependencies.  

The Council has launched Housing First for the first time in Wandsworth. Four 
SPEAR Housing First workers are providing wraparound support to 20 
entrenched rough sleepers with multiple complex needs in 20 Wandsworth 
Council social housing properties. All clients are expected to have moved in by 
the end of December 2021.  

The Council has received funding to introduce an additional three supported 
housing schemes in the borough for rough sleepers managed by Metropolitan 
Thames Valley Housing (a low, medium, and high support scheme).   This 
includes an additional 40 one-bed/ studio flats with three floating support 
workers. Expected to deliver all units in 2021/22 financial year.  
The Council has created their first ‘Rough Sleeper Team’ which sits alongside 
the existing homelessness service in Housing and Regeneration.. The team 
work closely with local partners including SPEAR to assess rough sleepers 
under the Homelessness Reduction Act and facilitate rehousing moves for 
clients whilst supporting clients to access relevant services and not return to the 
street.  SPEAR’s performance is monitored via 6 weekly review meeting 
coordinated by both H&RD and DASS managers.  

WKI152 In preparation for the anticipated increase in homelessness 
approaches as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, review 
resources to consider how best to target these to prevent and 
alleviate homelessness where possible. 

Reports on homelessness demand are presented to every meeting of the 
HROSC. Strong homelessness demand has been seen, with resultant pressure 
on budgets. Paper 21-342 elsewhere on this agenda provides further details.  

WKI153 Deliver the Council 1,000 Homes Development Programme. 

Meet delivery plan forecasts by completing 93 units and 
commence works on 215 new homes. 

Housing Development remains on track to complete all 93 units as planned. 
Design works have commenced on more than 150 new homes that are expected 
to start during 2022/23 subject to planning consents and all relevant Committee 
approvals. The in-year 215 starts target is under pressure given significantly 
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Progress designs on 150 new homes whose works are 
scheduled to begin in 2022/23.  

Identify opportunities to expand the Council Development 
Programme bringing forward proposals to the June 2021 
HROSC. 

Meet budget forecasts and maximise grant funding 
opportunities. 

longer lead-in times for goods and materials, however the team are working 
closely with procurement to conclude tender processes for consented schemes 
at Randall Close, Patmore Street and The Alders which account for the 92% of 
the target.   

Opportunities have been identified for potential further expansion of the 
programme, for which base feasibility studies have been commissioned pending 
review and further reporting.  

Funding opportunities continue to be explored, with the GLA recently confirming 
their support for our bid for £23,355,000 grant from the 2021-26 Affordable 
Housing Programme, a portion of which will help to fund opportunities above the 
initial 1,000 Homes commitment. 

WKI154 Supported Housing Delivery – to complete delivery of 95 extra 
care homes on two developments at St Johns Hill and 
Pocklington Court by the first quarter of 2022/23.  

For the Council led development at Fordyce House to 
commence on site in October 2021. 

Work with ASS to consider requirements for supported housing 
for key ASS/CSD client groups and incorporate these into the 
Local Plan review process 

These two extra care schemes remain on target to complete in First quarter of 
2022/23. 

Work on the Fordyce House scheme started on site in October 2021 and 
another Council led development for supported housing is under consideration 
subject to feasibility. ASSD colleagues are contributing towards the evidence 
base for the Council’s review of its existing Local Plan in relation to various client 
groups. 
 

WKI155 Work with partners, including developers, registered providers 
and the planning service enabling the delivery of 244 affordable 
homes in 2021/22. 

Continue to champion housing schemes where key workers, 
such as teachers, and local people on below average salaries 
are given priority this includes agreeing local marketing plans for 
Build to Rent and co-living schemes that are offering 
intermediate rent housing. 

As the opportunity arises work with public/private landowners to 
take forward development and regeneration opportunities which 
benefit Wandsworth residents and workers. 

At the mid-year point of 2021/22, 99 affordable homes have been completed. 
This compares to the start of year forecast for this stage of 157 homes. The 
shortfall of 58 homes against the start of year forecast is due to minor delays in 
the build programmes of four schemes at Upper Tooting Road, Enterprise Way, 
Putney Bridge Road and Bessborough Road. All of these schemes remain on 
track to complete during 2021/22. 

WKI156 In negotiations with the GLA seek to maximise grant allocations 
that assist in the delivery of affordable homes in the borough. 

 

The Council has secured a total of £25.5m grant funding from the GLA’s Building 
Council Homes for Londoners and 2016-23 Affordable Homes programmes to 
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To submit grant bids to the GLA for the 2021 -2026 affordable 
homes programme by April 2021 to help in the delivery of circa 
300 council affordable homes. 

help support the delivery of 317 new Council homes. Based on current build 
programme forecasts, the Council anticipates claiming £7.6m during 2021/22. 

WKI157 Ensure services previously provided by the Private Sector 
Housing Champion are continued to be offered and enhanced 
within existing and new roles across the Council. Including newly 
created Lead Officer for High-Rise Safety. 

Support for tenants continues to be delivered by the Private Sector Housing 
Team.  

Following an unsuccessful recruitment process for the previously envisioned 
High Rise Safety officer post, an enhanced offer is being offered out to the 
market and is currently a live advertisement. This process hopes to be 
concluded by the end of the calendar year 2021. 

 
 
 

The Town Hall, MARK MAIDMENT 

Wandsworth,  

SW18 2PU. 

Chief Executive 

9th November 2021 

 
 
 
Background Papers 
 
No background papers were used in the preparation of this report. 
 
All reports to Overview and Scrutiny Committees, regulatory and other committees, the Executive and the full Council can be viewed on the 
Council’s website (http://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/moderngov/mgListCommittees.aspx ) unless the report was published before May 2001, in 
which case the Democratic Services Officer can supply it if required. 
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WANDSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

HOUSING AND REGENERATION OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –  
17TH NOVEMBER 2021 

 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration on a petition presented to the Council 
and referred formally to this Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 

 

SUMMARY 
 

This report sets out the terms of a petition concerning Toland Square, SW15 (West 
Putney) presented to the Council on 13th October 2021. The petition was referred 
formally to this Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1. This report is submitted to the Housing and Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee for information.  No decisions are required on it by the Council, the 
Executive or the regulatory and other Committees. However, if the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee decide that recommendations on the report need to be made, 
these will be reported to the Executive or the regulatory and other Committees for 
consideration.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
2. A petition regarding Toland Square, SW15 (West Putney) was presented to the 

Council at its meeting on 13th October 2021 by Councillor Mrs Graham.  
 

3. The petition, signed by 207 signatories, was in the following terms: -  
 
“Many of the residents of Toland Square SW15 were extremely saddened to hear 
about the proposed work to knock down the community hall and playground area 
along with the resident's garages to build more unaffordable properties.  
 
The community hall and playground are the heart of the estate which brings 
residents, families and friends together. 
 
Many children that live on and off of the estate use this area’s daily. With this taken 
away, they will have nowhere to play during the building works. Children’s mental 
health has become a huge issue due to the recent Covid lockdowns. This area of 
the estate has been a haven, allowing children to play safely, see friends and get 
daily exercise. If this area is out of use, where will the children play? Where will they 
socialise? Where will they go to keep active? We need this area available, not only 
for the children but for the local community.  
 
The community hall has been used on numerous occasions, over the years by the 
residents for parties, church services, residence association meetings and youth 
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services, where local children have started a band. The resident's association have 
held numerous social events for the residents such as Christmas parties and 
summer parties. We also use the hall to come together as a community and discuss 
issues and how we can make improvements to the estate. 
 
Currently, the community hall is being used weekly by Band by Sainsbury, a local 
band put together by Bill who teaches young teens how to play the guitar, free of 
charge and has formed a band using local children. Bill has informed me that the 
band has unfortunately already been moved on quite a few times now, but since 
moving to the Toland Square clubroom, more children have joined and taken an 
interest. 
 
Having this available not keeps youths active and allows them to learn a new skill 
but it also keeps them off the streets. Bill and I have even spoken about opening up 
the clubroom more often for coffee mornings for residents and more often to youths 
in the evening. If this new build is to take place, the band will be moved on yet 
again. The children will not wait around for the community hall to be re-built and 
then return, meaning he will lose many of the children that attend weekly. 
 
Having the community hall re-built means the playground area will be out of use for 
a very long period of time and the children will have nowhere to play. This local 
playground has been a lifeline for families on the estate, especially during the past 
two lockdowns. 
 
The garages are an area on the estate that the council plan on taking away 
indefinitely and building new properties on. These garages are in constant use, with 
a waiting list of over a year to rent one! The residents rely on these garages, to 
store household items, etc they no longer have space for in their homes. This is 
another hugely useful part of the estate that the residents need and want to keep. 
 
The parking on Toland Square has always been an issue, which the council are well 
aware of. 
 
Currently, residents struggle to find parking daily. With one/two new high-rise 
buildings on the estate, this issue will become much worse, leaving current 
residents with further problems.  
 
The location of the new building plans will overlook current residence properties, 
which will hugely invasion of our privacy. There is definitely no space on Toland 
Square for this new build and it is also very evident that the current resident doesn’t 
want this to go ahead. 
 
Toland Square is a very small estate with a very strong community. With more 
homes built, it just won’t be the safe neighbourhood we all know and love anymore!  
 
We are lucky enough to have our amazing local MP Fleur Anderson, who has kindly 
offered to help with our campaign and supports this petition. 
 
Our West Putney Councillors, Councillor Steffi Sutters, Councillor Jane Cooper and 
Councillor Ian Lewer are also very much on board with this petition and have 
objected to this proposal just like the residents. The councillors can see just how 
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strongly the resident feel about these proposed plans and definitely do not want to 
see this scheme go ahead. 
 
Please sign and help us get this build stopped! 
 
Thank you for your help. 
 
Toland Square Residents community.” 

 
RESPONSE TO THE PETITION 

 
4. By way of background, the proposal to consider the site as part of Wandsworth’s 

1,000 Homes Programme was unanimously agreed by the Housing and 
Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny Committee at its meeting on 16th November 
2017. 
 

5. The Council is at the very early stages of reviewing potential sites across the estate 
and is currently in the process of procuring a design team to assist it in developing 
concept proposals for further review and evaluation.   
 

6. As with all our 1,000 Homes proposals, once options have been prepared there will 
be full consultation with the community who will be able to comment and express 
any concerns on the options.   
 

7. Any proposals developed will ensure that community and play space will either be 
retained or reprovided.  

 
CONCLUSION 

 
8. The Chief Executive will formally write to the lead petitioner informing them of the 

consideration of their petition by the Committee. 
 
 

 
The Town Hall, BRIAN REILLY 
Wandsworth, Director of Housing and Regeneration 
SW18 2PU.  
  
8th November 2021   

 
Background Papers 
 
There are no background papers to this report. 
 
All reports to Overview and Scrutiny Committees, regulatory and other committees, the 
Executive and the full Council can be viewed on the Council’s website 
(www.wandsworth.gov.uk/moderngov) unless the report was published before May 2001, 
in which case the committee secretary (Thayyiba Shaah – 020 8871 6039; email 
tshaah@wandsworth.gov.uk) can supply if required. 
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WANDSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

HOUSING AND REGENERATION OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –  
17TH NOVEMBER 2021 

 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration on a petition presented to the Council 
and referred formally to this Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 

 

SUMMARY 
 

This report sets out the terms of a petition from residents of the Brocklebank Estate, 
SW18 (Earlsfield) presented to the Council on 13th October 2021. The petition was 
referred formally to this Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1. This report is submitted to the Housing and Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee for information.  No decisions are required on it by the Council, the 
Executive or the regulatory and other Committees. However, if the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee decide that recommendations on the report need to be made, 
these will be reported to the Executive or the regulatory and other Committees for 
consideration.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
2. A petition regarding the Brocklebank Estate, SW18 (Earlsfield) was presented to the 

Council at its meeting on 13th October 2021 by Councillor Mrs Graham.  
 

3. The petition, signed by 63 signatories, was in the following terms (sic): -  
 
“ANTISOCIAL BEHAVIOUR REQUEST CCTV 
Do you want to feel safe in your own home. 
Do you want rid of antisocial behaviour and drug dealing on this estate. 
Would you like to know your safe walking home late at night getting out of your car etc 
without motorbikes drug dealers with knives hiding things in your gardens. Would you like 
to park your cars and know no-ones gonna steal them or your bikes. 
Nobody wants cameras but I’m afraid this day and era we have to feel safe from all this and 
knife crime is on the raise. 
I truly couldn’t believe what the youths of today were carrying and hiding where we live. The 
only way to stop this is if we all work together and get cameras put on this estate. Please 
lets get this estate back to a safe place to live where our children can play safely and we 
can walk around without looking over our shoulders.” 
 

RESPONSE TO THE PETITION 
 

4. The Police.uk website publishes monthly street-level data relating to crime and 
disorder. This data should be treated with a degree of caution as it undergoes an 
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anonymisation process which can mean that the mapping is not always precise. 
However, this data shows there were a total of 25 crimes (not including anti-social 
behaviour) reported over the 12 month period October 2020 to September 2021 
(inclusive) either on or near to the following roads: Swaffield Road, Kingham Close 
and Whitehead Close. This was the same total as each of the previous two years. 
 

5. The number of reports of ASB in the past 12 months relating to the same roads was 
34, an increase from ten (+24) the year prior. 20 (more than half) of these reports 
were received in the three month period April to June 2021, with the total of the 
subsequent three months falling to nine. 
 

6. The Southern Area Housing Team have had two walkabouts on the Brocklebank 
estate recently. It seems that nuisance/ASB is not being reported when it happens 
and anecdotally, from conversations with residents, it is believed that this is because 
residents are fearful of reporting matters to the Council or the Police. 
 

7. The Earslfield Safer Neighbourhood Team held a meeting with residents on 9th 
November 2021, which the estate manager attended. The area housing team will 
work with residents and police to help resolve these issues, including sending a 
letter to estate residents to remind them to report any issues around anti-social 
behaviour. 
 

8. Ward Members have been very active in pursuing solutions, including support of a 
neighbourhood watch scheme. 
 

9. Currently there is limited CCTV cover in this area located in Whitehead Close. Given 
the ongoing issues with crime and antisocial behaviour in the area, the Council will 
supplement the existing CCTV with an additional six cameras providing coverage to 
a wider area of the estate. This work will be programmed in with the CCTV 
contractor currently working to upgrade existing cameras across the Borough. 
 

10. The Southern Area Team are also looking to improve lighting in the area using the 
Small Improvements Budget and cutting back bushes for better sight lines.  
 

11. It is hoped that these matters will reduce criminal offending and antisocial behaviour 
in the area and provide residents with reassurance. 

 
COMMENTS OF THE DIRECTOR OF RESOURCES 
 
12. The Director of Resources comments that the costs of the works will be met from 

existing approved Housing Revenue Account capital budgets.  It is estimated that 
the installation will cost in the region of £20,000. Any ongoing maintenance costs 
will be met from existing Housing Revenue Account revenue budgets. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
13. The Chief Executive will formally write to the lead petitioner informing them of the 

consideration of their petition by the Committee. 
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The Town Hall, BRIAN REILLY 
Wandsworth, Director of Housing and Regeneration 
SW18 2PU.  
  
8th November 2021  

 
Background Papers 
 
There are no background papers to this report. 
 
All reports to Overview and Scrutiny Committees, regulatory and other committees, the 
Executive and the full Council can be viewed on the Council’s website 
(www.wandsworth.gov.uk/moderngov) unless the report was published before May 2001, 
in which case the committee secretary (Thayyiba Shaah – 020 8871 6039; email 
tshaah@wandsworth.gov.uk) can supply if required. 
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WANDSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

HOUSING AND REGENERATION OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –  
17TH NOVEMBER 2021 

 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration on two petitions presented to the 
Council and referred formally to this Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 

 

SUMMARY 
 

This report sets out the terms of two petitions from residents of Binley House and 
Winchfield House, SW15 (Roehampton and Putney Heath) presented to the Council on 
13th October 2021. The petitions were referred formally to this Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee. 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1. This report is submitted to the Housing and Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee for information.  No decisions are required on it by the Council, the 
Executive or the regulatory and other Committees. However, if the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee decide that recommendations on the report need to be made, 
these will be reported to the Executive or the regulatory and other Committees for 
consideration.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
2. Two petitions regarding Binley House and Winchfield House, SW15 (Roehampton 

and Putney Heath) were presented to the Council at its meeting on 13th October 
2021 by Councillor Mrs Gilbert.  
 

3. The Binley House petition, signed by 31 signatories, was in the following terms: -  
 
“Petition to Wandsworth Borough Council: Litter, inadequate bins, no recycling bins, 
and poor Estate Cleaning around Binley House in Roehampton 
We, the residents of Binley House in Roehampton, are fed up with the state of the area 
around our block, and the constant overflowing bins, fly tipping, rodents, crows etc. There 
are no recycling bins for our block, and it’s unfair to require residents to walk so far just to 
recycle. Residents should be supported to recycle, and the Council should look after our 
listed building better. 
We are proud of the area and we want the Council to support residents to look after the 
area. We want the Council to finally listen to us. We need more bins, and attractive bin 
housing which residents can be proud of, rather than a disgusting mess by the main door to 
the block. We need better support for recycling. The weeds, litter and mess around the 
block is horrible for everyone, and the residents deserve better. We need the Council to 
address our concerns urgently, and work with residents and the contractors.  
We also want to have cycle hangars so that there are safe places to put bikes, other than 
on balconies and in common areas.” 
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4. The Winchfield House petition, signed by 36 signatories, was in the following terms: -  
 
“Petition to Wandsworth Borough Council: Litter, inadequate bins, no recycling bins, 
and poor Estate Cleaning around Winchfield House in Roehampton 
We, the residents of Winchfield House in Roehampton, are fed up with the state of the area 
around our block, and the constant overflowing bins, fly tipping, rodents, crows etc. There 
are no recycling bins for our block, and it’s unfair to require residents to walk so far just to 
recycle. Residents should be supported to recycle, and the Council should look after our 
listed building better. 
We are proud of the area and we want the Council to support residents to look after the 
area. We want the Council to finally listen to us. We have an established Residents’ 
Association and want to see action now please. 
We need more bins, better bins, better support for recycling, attractive bin housing which 
residents can be proud of, rather than a disgusting mess by the main door to the block. We 
need better support for recycling. The weeds, litter and mess around the block is horrible 
for everyone, and the residents deserve better. We need the Council to address our 
concerns urgently, and work with residents and the contractors.” 
 

RESPONSE TO THE PETITIONS 
 

5. An inspection of areas at Binley House and Winchfield House was carried out on 
29th October 2021 at 10.45am, with photographs taken.  At that time, the bin areas 
of both blocks and the surrounding grass areas were in good order and the 
communal areas and open corridors were litter free. The ongoing monitoring of 
cleaning within the block has shown that it is meeting the required contractual 
standards. With respect to the management of waste there are six general purpose 
paladins at each block. Each bin chamber only houses two paladins which require 
regular rotation with the remaining full and empty paladins stored outside, under and 
to the side of each of the blocks. The paladin bins are open which does attract 
wildlife but there are sufficient bins to accommodate the household refuse from the 
blocks. The introduction of new bin enclosures, set out below, should help to 
alleviate issues with wildlife and capacity.  
 

6. The five “stilt blocks” on Highcliffe Drive (Binley House, Charcot House, Denmead 
House, Dunbridge House and Winchfield House) are Grade II listed with English 
Heritage, along with the immediate surrounding communal areas. This listed status 
affects any improvements the Council would wish to make to the communal areas to 
be carried out. 
 

7. On 18th August 2021, following a request from the new residents’ association at 
Winchfield House, the Western Area Team submitted a pre-application for planning 
permission to introduce bin enclosures, bike storage facilities, planters and some 
parking improvements initially at Winchfield House. This was approved on the basis 
that the other four blocks (which include Binley House) would also, in time, benefit 
from corresponding enhancements. The area team will now be completing a full 
planning application for Winchfield House, on the basis of an assumption that if 
agreed, the measures would also be rolled out to the other four blocks. Highlighting 
the architectural significance of the blocks, the initial approval sets out that in 
additional to formal planning approval, Listed Building consent may also be 
required. On the assumption that the application is successful, following 
implementation at Winchfield House, it would then be intended to extend the 
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measures to other blocks, beginning with Binley House. Due to a number of 
variables, initially around an involved planning process, it is not yet possible to 
commit to a delivery timeframe for the works but progress will be monitored. 
 

8. The recycling banks were centralised to an adjacent large car park as part of a 
broader initiative in 2016 to reduce contamination, which remains a strategic 
objective. In light of the petitioners’ requests for recycling bins closer to Binley and 
Winchfield Houses, location of recycling banks will be reviewed but if recycling 
banks are relocated and are again contaminated with domestic refuse, they will be 
removed 
 

9. Given the location of these blocks it is unlikely that fly tips in the communal areas 
are caused by non-residents. Following feedback from the on-site cleaners, officers 
have concluded that the likely source of any fly-tipping in and around these blocks 
would be residents or builders working in the vicinity. Some residents are also 
thought to be depositing bags of rubbish on the ground floor outside the bin 
chambers, which then become torn and litter strewn. Cleaning staff report finding 
broken bags and litter in areas which had recently been cleaned. The introduction of 
new bin enclosures should help to alleviate the problem which will also be 
supplemented with letters to all residents in the affected blocks. 
 

COMMENTS OF THE DIRECTOR OF RESOURCES 
 

10. The Director of Resources comments that subject to planning approval being 
granted, the costs of the works will be met from existing approved Housing Revenue 
Account capital budgets.  It is estimated that enclosing the bin areas would cost in 
the region of £7,500 and £9,000 per block.  Should the scope of the works be 
extended it may be necessary to seek additional capital budget approval as part of a 
future capital bids process. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
11. The Chief Executive will formally write to the lead petitioners informing them of the 

consideration of their petitions by the Committee. 
 
 

 
The Town Hall, BRIAN REILLY 
Wandsworth, Director of Housing and Regeneration 
SW18 2PU.  
  
8th November 2021  

 
Background Papers 
 
There are no background papers to this report. 
 
All reports to Overview and Scrutiny Committees, regulatory and other committees, the 
Executive and the full Council can be viewed on the Council’s website 
(www.wandsworth.gov.uk/moderngov) unless the report was published before May 2001, 
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in which case the committee secretary (Thayyiba Shaah – 020 8871 6039; email 
tshaah@wandsworth.gov.uk) can supply if required. 
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PAPER NO. 21-347 
 

WANDSWORTH BOROUGH COUNCIL 
 

HOUSING AND REGENERATION OVERVIEW AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –  
17TH NOVEMBER 2021 

 
Report by the Director of Housing and Regeneration on a petition presented to the Council 
and referred formally to this Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 

 

SUMMARY 
 

This report sets out the terms of a petition from residents of the Ashburton Estate, 
SW15 (West Putney) presented to the Council on 13th October 2021. The petition was 
referred formally to this Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
1. This report is submitted to the Housing and Regeneration Overview and Scrutiny 

Committee for information.  No decisions are required on it by the Council, the 
Executive or the regulatory and other Committees. However, if the Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee decide that recommendations on the report need to be made, 
these will be reported to the Executive or the regulatory and other Committees for 
consideration.  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
2. A petition regarding the Ashburton Estate, SW15 (West Putney) was presented to 

the Council at its meeting on 13th October 2021 by Councillor Ambache. 
 

3. The petition, signed by 185 signatories, was in the following terms: -  
 
“Mobile phones: Ashburton Estate 
The Ashburton Estate is a mobile phone ‘not spot’ which affects jobs, school work and 
connecting with friends and family. We are asking the Council to work with mobile phone 
providers to sort this out urgently.” 
 

RESPONSE TO THE PETITION 
 

4. The Council is are aware of the poor mobile phone service on the Ashburton Estate 
and are working with mobile phone providers to identify suitable sites for an 
additional telecoms mast in the area. Meanwhile residents should continue to report 
poor reception to their provider. 

 
CONCLUSION 

 
5. The Chief Executive will formally write to the lead petitioner informing them of the 

consideration of their petition by the Committee. 
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The Town Hall, BRIAN REILLY 
Wandsworth, Director of Housing and Regeneration 
SW18 2PU.  
  
8th November 2021  

 
Background Papers 
 
There are no background papers to this report. 
 
All reports to Overview and Scrutiny Committees, regulatory and other committees, the 
Executive and the full Council can be viewed on the Council’s website 
(www.wandsworth.gov.uk/moderngov) unless the report was published before May 2001, 
in which case the committee secretary (Thayyiba Shaah – 020 8871 6039; email 
tshaah@wandsworth.gov.uk) can supply if required. 
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